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ABSTRACT
A Study of the Correspondence between Personal and

Media Experiences:

Right Brain Modes of Response

and Implications for Therapy
(September, 1980)

Nancy Lorene Gregg, B.A., University of Texas
M.A.

,

University of Toronto, Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by:

Professor Donald K. Carew

The purpose of this study was to investigate how television and
film, despite their drawbacks and limitations, may be playing bene-

ficial roles in our lives.

In particular,

the study sought to

determine whether describing ones visual media experiences elicited
those modes of thought characteristic of the right cerebral hemisphere

-

the side of the brain thought by some theorists to be the more responsive
to personal growth and change.

It was hypothesized that a person's

description of impactful personal experiences or of memorable visual
media experiences (television and film) would be more effective than

description of memorable verbal media experiences (books, newspapers,
radio)

for eliciting right hemispheric modes of response - characterized

as emotional, visual,

intuitive, receptive, and subjective.

(The

left hemispheric mode is described as rational, verbal, analytic,

directive, and objective.)
concerns
Further, this study attempted to determine whether personal

memorable films
or issues would be reflected in ones descriptions of
v

or television programs.

It was hypothesized that a person's des-

criptions of impactful personal experiences and memorable visual
media experiences would contain corresponding themes.

Twenty-five undergraduates were interviewed on two occasions
concerning their memories for various experiences in their lives,
including an impactful personal event,

a

memorable movie or TV

program, and a memorable book, newspaper story, or radio program.

Transcripts of relevant aspects of these interviews were presented
to three judges for scoring.

In the initial rating task, judges used

fives scales of cognitive mode for evaluating these three types of

descriptions.

As had been hypothesized, a right brain response was

more characteristic of descriptions of personal and visual media

experiences than of descriptions of verbal media experiences.

Parti-

cipants' accounts of their personal experiences were significantly

more emotional, intuitive, and subjective.

Descriptions of visual

media experiences were significantly more visual and receptive.

These

results suggest the value of additional study of those modes of response

elicited by the visual media, and their suitability to therapeutic

endeavors
In the second rating procedure,

judges scores 175 pairs of memory

descriptions for degree of correspondence in content or theme.

It

was hypothesized that the greatest correspondence would be attributed
to those 25 pairs composed of a personal and a visual media experience

drawn from the same person.

In fact, judges rated the correspondence
vi

in theme of these pairs as either very high or very low.

As this

unanticipated finding indicates, additional investigation is needed
if we are to understand how our viewing experiences are related
to

our personal lives.

A case study design, a content analysis approach,

or the use of judges trained in the evaluation of projective material
is suggested for subsequent research efforts.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

Because of the prevalent suspicion surrounding television and
film, the visual media have seldom been examined from a
balanced

perspective.
a

Evaluative studies almost inevitably have maintained

hostile stance - expecting to find and, perhaps, therefore finding

evidence of their negative or even destructive impact.

The possi-

bility that TV and film have a positive influence on our lives, or
that this impact could be explored and enhanced within therapeutic

contexts, has not received adequate attention.

Prejudiced views of these media may be due in part to the threat
posed by their prevalence.

As the television ad for TV Guide proclaims,

"You can turn off TV but you can't turn off its influence.
is shaping our lives...."

According to Sohn (1969), "The age of

visual impact and imagery is here.

television at this moment?

Television

Look around.

How many are watching

How long is the line at the movie theater?

It is not a matter of what we can do about it - it is a matter of

what we can do with it."

Statistics on viewing time lend support to the argument that
television and the movies are an established presence in our lives a force to be

reckoned with and utilized, rather than discounted

out of hand.

How many hours per week, for example, does the average
1

2

American spend watching TV?
for

2-5

Nielsen suggests the following averages:

year olds, 30 hours per week; for

6-11

year olds, 25

hours; for 12 - 16 year olds, 23 hours (Delaney, 1978).

By age 18,

a person will have compiled 17,000 hours of viewing experience.

every book he reads, he will have seen 20 movies.

"Eventually the

viewing experience will absorb ten years of his life"
1973)

For

(Harrington,

Culkin (1970b) has noted that only sleeping time exceeds

.

television time.

Even for adults, only time spent sleeping and working

exceeds time spent watching TV (Schwartz, 1973).
The perceived threat lies not only in the prevalence of the media,
but also in that, as the TV Guide ad claims, viewers are significantly

affected by their media experiences.

Nicholas Johnson observes that

television has become confused with reality:
television it hasn't happened.

"If an event is not on

And if you - or those with whom you

can identify - are not on television you don't exist"
concurs:

(1970).

Novak

"In some sense what isn't on television isn't quite real,

is not part of the nationally shared world, will be nonexistent for

millions of citizens"

(1975).

The media, it is believed, both define

our reality and give us a sense of participation in it (Madsen, 1973;

Novak

,

1975)

Some critics regard all television as subliminal advertising

-

influencing us in countless ways we never notice (Potter, in Baggaley
&

Duck, 1976).

Kabla (1975) asserts that the electronic media are

expanding into our work, entertainment, politics, commerce, families,

3

religion, our personal and social lives.

According to Forsey (1963)

"The average person in modern society to a
significant degree has

turned to television to find institutional support
and expression
for various unresolved conflicts; conflicts which
were generated,

the main, from within his family or origin.

cases taken over

a

in

Television has in many

role which, as Suttie argues, was once filled by

formal religion."

Adler (1976) maintains that "television is not simply

a

'medium'

but a 'mediator' - between fact and fantasy; between our desire to

escape and our need to deal with real problems; between our old values
and new ideas;
and the world.

between our individual lives and the life of the nation
..

.John Leonard claims that 'television is now our only

way of talking to each other about who we think we are.'"

Such

potential, such power, however, generally has been regarded as

a

threat,

not a promise.

One aspect of this negative response to the impact of visual

media may be the natural reluctance of "professionals" to honor contributions which fall outside their realm of influence.

The helping

profession is not immune to the danger of becoming absorbed with
treasured assumptions, theories, techniques, skills, and abilities

-

becoming preoccupied with what the professionals are thinking, feeling,
and doing, while losing sight of what learning and changing are

occurring in the everyday lives of individuals.

Change agents are

prone to ignore or to discount whatever positive change may occur
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outside their purview.

As Seldes (1960)

has noted:

"Any institution

that lasts a long time creates vested interests, and people who benefit
by it are inclined to protect the institution as a way of protecting

themselves

.

Among the many accusations against television and movies,

highly influential argument has been that they foster

a

a

passive viewer

response which favors sensation at the expense of cognition or con-

ceptualization.
a verbal process;

A variation of this position assumes that thought is

visual experiences, therefore, are immediately suspect.

Another vast body of literature discounts not the visual media per se,
but rather the viewer's capacity for seeing and learning unless in-

structed in this process.

For many critics, television and film are

limited by their entertainment function.

For others, visual media

are negative forces because of their manipulative, persuasive, shaping

potential.

In general,

these various attacks have been unsubstantiated -

in fact, contradicted - by scientific investigations of how human

beings learn and change.
a

Fear and suspicion have prevailed - preventing

balanced interpretation of the impact viewing experiences have on

our lives and inhibiting attempts to draw upon such experiences in

therapeutic endeavors.

Purpose

The purpose of this study is to investigate the possibility that

television and film, despite their drawbacks and limitations, play

5

beneficial roles in our lives.

In particular,

this study investigates

whether describing ones visual media
experiences appears to elicit
those modes of thought characteristic of
the right cerebral hemisphere

-

the side of the brain thought by some
theorists to be the more responsive
to personal growth and change.

Further, this study attempts to determine

whether personal concerns or issues are reflected
in ones description of

memorable films or television programs.
The study is designed, therefore, to test the following
hypotheses:
(1)

a

person

s

description of impactful personal experiences or of

memorable visual media experiences (television and film)

is more

effective than description of memorable verbal media experiences
(books, newspapers, radio)

thought and response;

(2)

for eliciting right hemispheric modes of
a

person's descriptions of impactful per-

sonal experiences and of memorable visual media experiences will

contain corresponding themes.

Definition of Terms

"Impactful personal experience" refers in this study to

a

person's

description of a memorable event which the individual believes has
had a significant effect upon his/her life.

indicates a person's description of
program.

a

"Visual media experience"

memorable film or television

A "verbal media experience" is defined as a person's des-

cription of a memorable book, newspaper story, or radio program.
"Right brain" indicates the right cerebral hemisphere of the brain.

6

Similarly,

left brain" refers to the left cerebral hemisphere.

The

specialized functioning of each half of the brain is discussed in
Chapter II.

Methodology

Twenty-five undergraduates were interviewed on two occasions
concerning their memories for various experiences in their lives,
including an impactful personal event,

a

memorable movie or TV

program, and a memorable book, newspaper story, or radio program.

Transcripts of relevant aspects of these interviews were presented
to three judges, whose task was to evaluate them on several dimensions.

The initial rating task attempted to identify the hemispheric mode

which characterized an individual's description of a personal,
visual media, and

a

verbal media experience.

a

It was hypothesized

that personal memories and visual media memories would be rated as

reflecting right hemispheric modes of response.

The judges then

evaluated the degree of correspondence between variously paired

descriptions of memories.

It was hypothesized that those pairings

composed of the same person's descriptions of personal and visual
media experiences would be rated as reflecting highly corresponding
themes, and that other types of pairings (e.g., a person's descrip-

tions of personal and verbal media experiences) would be rated lower
on degree of correspondence.

A detailed account of the study

methodology is presented in Chapter III.

s

7

Limitations

The sample used in this study clearly does
not represent

section of the population.

a

cross

Only with caution or upon replication

of the study with a different sample could one
generalize from the

results of this investigation.

Limitations are also imposed by the

level of psychological training of the judges used for
the rating
tasks in this study.

It is felt that an investigation of the impact

of visual media on psychological functioning which had the
funding
to secure the services of trained psychologists would be more con-

vincing, and possibly more revealing.
It must also be noted that the present study is concerned with

the hemispheric mode engaged during a verbal account of personal,

visual media, and verbal media experiences.

Research of

a

different

nature would be necessary to ascertain the cerebral activity elicited
by these experiences themselves

(e.g., viewing a film, reading a

book)

Significance of the Study

As Robinson

(1972)

has emphasized "Research is needed - perhaps
,

from clinical psychological perspectives

- on

what goes through

people's minds as they watch and on how such mental processes relate
to the particular viewer's style of life and psychological goals.

With such data, a comprehensive measurement scheme could be developed
that could tell how viewers are affected by what they watch, what

8

they 'carry away'

from their television experience."

LoSciuto (1972)

concurs on the need for research to explore
the individual's utilization of his viewing experiences in coping with
his everyday life:

"Many viewers," LoSciuto observes, "evidently take
the fictionalized

content of dramatic programs more seriously and literally
than most
social thinkers and behavioral scientists have recognized."

"Everybody knows from his own experience," Griffith (1970) writes,
"that there is a sharp and specific analogy between the film
forms

which have been worked out since 1900 and the mental mechanisms by
which consciousness functions on all its levels.

Everybody knows

this - but the knowledge has remained vague, moony, nebulous.

obiter dicta have remained just that.

The

Those whose ordinary business

it is to nail down such insights - to secure and organize the evidence,

and draw conclusions from it - have conspicuously failed to take the

hurdle, and this includes experimental psychologists as well as film

theorists.
The present investigation constitutes one aspect of the extensive

research effort required if we are to verify the possiblity of

approaching therapeutic change

-

reshaping a life view, influencing

critical images of the world and ones relation to it
the right brain by means of the visual media.

-

through engaging

This inquiry presents

one approach toward discovering whether movies and TV may be eliciting,

shaping, and reflecting the critical personal images which

a

thera-

peutic endeavor strives to address.
In order to provide a framework for this investigation of the

9

relevance of visual media to our psychological
functioning, this
paper will present and critique the various
attacks against movies
and TV in light of current perspectives on
perception, emotion,

learning, and influences processes.

It will be argued that many

hostile statements about the destructive impact of
visual media are

contradicted by prevailing psychological thought on human
physiology,
perception, learning, cognition, emotion, and social influence.

Additionally, the much maligned viewer response to electronic

media will be explored with regard to modes of thought characteristic
of the right cerebral hemisphere, which bears major responsibility
for visual processing.

It is felt that understanding the viewing

experience as an expression of right brain functioning may clarify
some of the suspicion surrounding the visual media, and may explain

some of the contradictory claims made with regard to their impact on
our lifes.

Toward that end, Chapter II will include a discussion of

hemispheric specialization, describe right brain functioning, and
present evidence which suggests that visual media are eliciting and
developing the right cerebral hemisphere.

The holistic, emotional,

dreamlike, subconscious imagery shared both by right brain activity
and visual media experiences will be highlighted.

CHAPTER

II

UNDERSTANDING THE VISUAL MEDIA AND RIGHT CEREBRAL HEMISPHERIC
FUNCTION
Attacks on the Visual Media:

Presentation and Critique

Does me dia imagery induce a non-cognitive passivity ?

accusations against television and movies,

a

Among the many

highly influential argu-

ment has been that they foster a passive viewer response which favors

sensation at the expense of cognition or conceptualization.
(1968)

claims that the media have lulled strong minds into

Gessner
a

semi-

comatose state, "not unlike the verbal massage administered by
preacher or the drone of a lecturer.

vision prone but visually illiterate."

a

verbose

The rising generation is tele-

Cinematic illiteracy, he

maintains, has reduced our capacity for judgment or discrimination
and dulled our senses.

vision is

a

Gessner quotes critic Jonathan Miller:

"Tele-

vast, phosphorescent Mississippi of the senses, on the

banks of which one can soon lose ones judgment and eventually lose
ones mind."

This theme of sensation precluding cognition has a long history:
in 1935,

Rudolf Arnheim warned against the development of "a cult

of sensory stimulation," whose members would come to substitute

direct experience for the more demanding task of understanding.

Where-

as language compelled the mind to develop concepts, select, compare,

and think, television would shrink the mind, or put it to sleep
(Arnheim, 1957).

Adler (1975) observes that this somber note has
10

11

never faded from the literature, as writers
have continued to evoke

Arnheim's image of "the pathetic hermit... the
'viewer' who cannot
even laugh or applaud without feeling ridiculous"

Jinks (1971)

is among those who

(1957)

maintain that "the viewer tends

to be more passive than the reader since the
conceptualization of
a scene
a

is provided by the film."

It is not necessary to convert

picture into an image, as is necessary with

a word.

As Cater

observes, electronic man has indeed dispensed with the need for

(1975)
a

laborious coding of thought into words, and the equally laborious

decoding by the receiver.
Taking
(1979)

a

negative view of this ease in communication, Singer

concludes that television viewing "gradually creates

passive style which can present serious problems
TV set creates a mood of 'learned helplessness,'

a

certain

In a sense,
a

the

passive yielding

to the power of the set that also evokes an underlying mood of cyni-

cism."

Repeatedly the viewer is compared with the reader, and is

found wanting:

literature, it is maintained, necessitates involvement,

interpretation, thought, and effort;

television and film foster

passivity, mindless sensation, conformity, and superficiality
(Delaney, 1978; Harrington, 1973; Robinson, 1967).

"The enforced

passivity and low-intensity response of almost all American television
probably do 'soften' brains rather than stimulate them" (Littlejohn,
1975)

A further variant on the theme is offered by Baggaley and Duck
(1976), who contend that "the phenomena of 'flow'

reveal that

a

high

12

proportion of TV viewing is passive and
unselective, evidently motivated by an interest in the imagery
of the medium alone."

m

commenting

on the "mesmeric ability of television
to capture our attention from

one programme to the next, even against
our wishes," the authors

observe that we do not look away, leave the
room, or switch off when
television material no longer interests us, for
the imagery is suffi-

ciently impelling to keep us intrigued:

"it is possible to sit down

with the intention of watching a specific programme
only, and to find

oneself four hours later viewing the end of the evening's
transmission:
one has been caught in a 'flow' of programmes and
programme imagery

which one had no previous intention of viewing and, having done
so,
does not recall"

(Baggaley

&

Duck, 1976).

Similarly, Singer (1979) observes that television "holds our

attention by
responses.

a

constant sensory bombardment that maximizes orienting

That is, we are constantly drawn back to looking at the

set, and to processing each new sequence of information as it is

presented."

Singer concludes, as do Jinks (1971) and Littlejohn

that the visual media are therefore unsuitable for the communi-

(1975)

cation of complex messages, abstract ideas, or difficult concepts.
Interestingly, Singer himself presents excellent data for countering his own conclusions.

As he points out, human beings are quite

active in their information processing

-

anticipating events and

checking new material against material stored in long-term memory.

Often

a

viewer "will continue to rethink or re-imagine the scene just

viewed or play out some of its implications through the mind's eye,
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in effect producing,

at least briefly, a visual image and
daydream.

Our research evidence indicates that even confronted
with a moving

stimulus, it is possible when day-dreaming to blot out
the natural
'tracking movements' of the eye by letting them go out of
focus or

staring straight ahead while processing visual material mentally"
(Singer, 1979).

Singer, apparently, does not notice that his own

data contradict his negative assumptions about TV viewing.
This capacity of our sensory and cognitive systems for filtering
out information, in order to prevent information overload, is well

documented (Huxley, 1963; Masters
Smith, 1975; Winston, 1973).

&

Houston, 1966; Singer, 1979;

Selectivity is necessitated by our

limited capacities for processing and storing incoming information
a

-

limitation which applies to all our experiencing, including reading

or studying, and not just to media viewing.

In fact,

the capacities

of our visual memory systems appear to far exceed the limits of verbal

systems, especially with regard to recognition memory (Shepherd, 1967;

Singer, 1979).

The findings of Wilder Penfield, for example, begin

to suggest the remarkable persistence of our visual experiences,

despite limitations in specific informational recall (Arnheim, 1969)
In describing the passivity of the viewing experience, Singer

has overlooked his central conclusion:

the active role of man's

information processing system in selective perception, augmenting
sensory information, building and testing hypotheses, applying to

sensory data a complex set of plans, images, and anticipations,

14

playing and replaying stored material, engaging in
ongoing thought
(Arnheim, 1969; Gregory, 1966; James, 1973; Singer,
1977, 1979; Smith,
1975)

.

As Neisser

(1973)

concludes:

"The reaction of the nervous

system to stimulation by light is far from passive.
brain do not act as

a

camera or

a

The eye and

recording instrument."

Rather,

both perception and visual memory involve an active synthesis,
described
by Neisser as "the constructive activity of the visual system."

The notion of semicomatose sensory stimulation from the media
is

contrary to our understanding of the selective and constructive

nature of perception:

"It is one of the best substantiated facts of

perception psychology that the detailed world we are conscious of
seeing differs considerably from what in fact is presented to us in

patterns of stimulation on the retina.

The brain processes of per-

ception take significant parts of the stimulus information

The

brain discards a large part of the stimulus or input and adds to the
remainder to create

a

phenomenal representation which is of immediate

relevance to determination of ongoing voluntary activity or thought"
(Kinsbourne

&

Smith, 1974)

Gregory (1966) explains the utility of this "ability to use
non-visual information and to go beyond the immediate evidence of the
senses:

by building and testing hypotheses, action is directed not

only to what is sensed but to what is likely to happen, and it
this that matters.

..

is

.The human brain makes efficient use of its

rather limited sensory information."

Similarly, Hastorf and Cantril

15

(1973)

have concluded from their research of
perceptual processes

that "out of all the occurrences going on
in the environment, a

person selects those that have some significance
for him from his own

egocentric position in the total matrix."
According to Ittelson and Kilpatrick (1973), "What we
see

is a

prediction - our own personal construction designed to give
us the
best possible bet for carrying out our purposes in action.
these bets on the basis of our past experience."

We make

Their research

supports the view of perception as "a functional affair based on
action, experience, and probability."
In sum,

our understanding of man's information processing capa-

bilities would seem to refute the charge of movie and TV viewing as
a

passive process.

Hugo Munsterberg, writing in 1916, looked speci-

fically at the psychological response to film, and noted considerable
activity:

"The mere perception of the men and women and of the back-

ground, with all their depth and their motion, furnishes only the

material.

The scene which keeps our interest alive certainly involves

much more than the simple impression of moving and distant objects.
We must accompany those sights with a wealth of ideas.
a

They must have

meaning for us, they must be enriched by our own imagination, they

must awaken the remnants of earlier emotions, they must play on our
suggestibility, they must start ideas and thoughts, they must be
linked in our mind with the continuous chain of the play, and they

must draw our attention constantly to the important and essential
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element of the action.

An abundance of such inner processes
must

meet the world of impressions and the psychological
analysis has only
started when perception of depth and movement alone
are considered"
(Munsterberg, 1970)

.

Munsterberg then details the various mental activities

-

attention,

memory, imagination, anticipation, and emotion - to which
film gives

visible expression through such devices as the close-up, the
flash-back,
the cut, etc.

"The photoplay tells us the human story by overcoming

the forms of the outer world, namely, space, time, and causality,
and
by adjusting the events to the forms of the inner world"

(1970)

Other writers point to evidence that media viewing is less passive
than we are usually told.

Garrett (1967):

"Many people see things

that were never on the film, hear lines that were never said....

large part of the experience of a movie is imaginative.
sees things, makes relationships."

and difficult concepts are,

in fact,

(Harrington, 1973; Jinks, 1971)
a

,

The audience

Complex messages, abstract ideas,
being communicated visually

especially through dynamic editing -

creative juxtaposition of shots - which elicits "responses which

are more in the eye of the beholder than in the film itself"
1971)

(Jinks,

.

As for assertions that visual experiencing is inferior to reading

because of viewer passivity, Carpenter (1960) suggests an opposing
argument:

"When we read, another person thinks for us:

repeat his mental process.

we merely

The greater part of the work of thought
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is done for us."

"There's no genuine feedback.

This charge is often

leveled by academicians at the new media,
but it holds equally for
print.

The open-mouthed, glaze-eyed TV spectator
is merely the suc-

cessor of the passive, silent, lonely reader
whose head moved back
and forth like a shuttlecock"

(Carpenter, 1971).

Carpenter states his case emphatically, possibly less
to discredit
reading than to highlight the extent to which visual
media have been

singled out for attack.

As he himself concludes,

its bias is properly exploited,

aspect of reality, of truth"

"Each medium,

if

reveals and communicates a unique

(1960).

And finally, many who complain that media viewers are captured
by sensation at the expense of cognition also worry with Olsen
(1971)

that the average youngster "is probably getting 90% of his information,
.facts and misfacts,

attitudes and values from the mass media."

They

express concern because they agree with Amelio's conclusion that "whether
the schools like it or not,

film is here and it is vigorously affecting

our students - their attitudes, beliefs, knowledge, emotions,
and awarenesses - in essence, themselves"

(1971).

tastes,

Such inconsistency

demonstrates the gap which Adler (1975) describes as separating "what
has been asserted about television's effects and what has been estab-

lished by empirical research."

Must viewers be taught to translate visual information into
analysis ?

a

verbal

Basic to many of the attacks against television and movies
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as not evoking a cognitive, conceptual
response is an underlying

assumption that thought is a verbal rather than
"When Jean Piaget asked Swiss children,

most replied,

'The mouth.’

make this association.
sally held concept"
sality,

a

visual process.

'What do you think with?'

Children in the most diverse cultures

It may,

until recently, have been a univer-

(Carpenter, 1972).

Whatever may be its univer-

the belief that thought requires language is widely
held in

our culture.

Indicative of this prejudice is the extent to which

many Western psychotherapies continue to emphasize, or even
rely

exclusively on, informative approaches, analysis, explanation, and

verbalization

-

despite resounding evidence that they are not all

that need be taken into consideration.

We continue to equate intel-

lectual capacity with verbal ability — and both of these with any

individual's potential for change.
An amazingly prevalent assumption in the literature is that most

people do not know how to see, and must be taught how to benefit from
their visual media experiences (Baggaley

&

Duck, 1976; Culkin, 1970a;

Delaney, 1978; Ferguson, 1972; Foster, 1977; Gessner, 1968; Harrington,
1973; Jinks, 1971; Kaplan, 1976; Kirkton, 1971; Littlejohn, 1976;

Olsen, 1971; Sheratsky, 1967; Silvia, 1969; Strong, 1971).
to Culkin,

According

"We have to organize a posse to outnumber and surround the

vidiots in our midst and replace them with seeing-eye children."
This, apparently,

is thought to involve teaching viewers how to "give
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definable mental and verbal shape" to an
enhanced personal response
to visual media

(Littlejohn, 1976).

"Questions that press students

to articulate as much of themselves and
their felt meanings as they

can," Strong (1971) maintains, provide "an
anti-insulation survival

strategy

-

something like sandpapering the emotional fingertips."

It is generally concluded that "any non-verbal
stimulus conveys

information, understanding, and comprehension to the
extent that

appropriate verbal responses are elicited" (May

&

Lumsdaine, 1958).

Otherwise, meaning, beauty, emotions, and ideas are missed or
ignored
(Gessner

,

1968)

.

Rather than enumerate these authors' solutions, let's focus on

challenging their assumptions.
of thought are not verbal;
.that

Smith (1975) argues:

"Many aspects

therefore, it is inappropriate to assert

thought is dependent upon language."

Arnheim, who in 1935 was

warning that television and its "cult of sensory stimulation" could
shrink the mind by its not requiring the development of concepts, had
by 1969 written Visual Thinking

:

"This book has attempted to re-estab-

lish the unity of perception and thought.

Visual perception, far

from being a mere collector of information about particular qualities,

objects, and events, turned out to be concerned with the grasping of

generalities.

By furnishing images of kinds of qualities, kinds of

objects, kinds of events, visual perception lays the groundwork of

concept formation.

The mind, reaching far beyond the stimuli received

by the eyes directly and momentarily, operates with the vast range
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of imagery available through memory and
organizes a total lifetime's

experience into a system of visual concepts"
perception, Arnheim has concluded, is not

a

(Arnheim, 1969).

Visual

passive response to

stimuli, but an active response - operating selectively,
forming

categories, developing concepts, engaging in problem solving,
pre-

conditioning the percepts of the future.
Must we in fact learn how to see?
the benefit of instruction.

Yes, but this occurs without

"A child knows how to set about making

sense of the world he is in - how to develop cognitive structure

-

by exercising the basic learning strategy of constructing and testing

hypotheses about the nature of the world" (Smith, 1975).
media viewers acquire visual literacy?
(Smith, 1975; Sohn, 1969).

How do

By experiencing these media

Indeed, judging by increased audience

.sophistication in handling film pacing, complexity, and elliptical

qualities, we have considerable evidence of rapidly developing visual

literacy (Harrington, 1973; Jarvie, 1970; Jinks, 1971; Madsen, 1973).
To a much greater extent than when Hugo Munsterberg wrote his psycho-

logical study of film in 1916, the visual media are mirroring our

mental processes.

Little wonder, then, that Carpenter reports:

in the United States,

"Today,

there are reports of children who associate

thinking with television"

(1972)

Not all writers, of course, have expressed this culture's verbal
bias, which regards visual communication as a poor substitute for

strictly verbal activities.

Arrowsmith (1971), for example, has
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focused on some unique, positive
features of the visual media, such
as providing,

"as reading does not, an immediate
and shared experience

of unparalleled intensity ... .Here we
have an art that is wholly avail-

able to the whole world, a truly ecumenical
art.

predicted:

in 1923,

Bela Balazs

"It will probably be the art of the film
after all which

may bring together the peoples and nations,
make them accustomed to
each other, and lead them to mutual understanding.

The silent film

is free of the isolating walls of language
differences.

If we look

at and understand each other's faces and gestures,
we not only under-

stand, we also learn to feel each other's emotions"

Vanderbeek (1971) writes:
pictures

(In Katz,

1971).

"Motion pictures will become 'emotion-

and will generate into a new structure, a new context,

becoming a nonverbal interactional picture language, in which we can
talk to each other."

Others have focused on the particular assets of visual media.
Roemer

(1971)

suggests that film enhances the social and psychological

perceptions, based on nonverbal clues, which help us understand
"complex motivations and relationships."

Of the arts, only film gives

us practice "in the interpretation of subtle signs - a shading in

the voice, an averted glance ... .Only film renders experience with

enough immediacy and totality to call into play the perceptual pro-

cesses we employ in life itself."

Carpenter (1960) concurs:

"Film

and TV are aiding us in the recovery of gesture and facial awareness
a

rich, colorful language, conveying moods and emotions, happenings

-
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and characters, even thoughts, none of
which could be properly

packaged in words."

in a statement which drives home his
argument

that each medium communicates a unique aspect
of truth, Carpenter

concludes:

"The gestures of visual man are not intended to
convey

concepts that can be expressed in words, but inner
experiences, nonrational emotions, which would still remain unexpressed when
everything that can be told has been told.

levels.

Such emotions lie in the deepest

They cannot be approached by words that are mere reflections

of concepts, any more than musical experiences can be expressed
in

rational concepts.

Facial expression is

human experience rendered

a

immediately visible without the intermediary of word.
'living truth of the human face'"

It is Turgenev's

(Carpenter, 1960).

Do movies and television only entertain ?

Another factor contributing

to our reluctance to take the visual media seriously may be our

narrow definition of television and film as "just entertainment."
Some have suggested that if we are to derive any benefit from the

visual media, this expectational set must be changed, so that viewers
may approach such experiences with serious intent (Adler, 1976;

Littlejohn, 1975; Madsen, 1973).

asserts that such

a

McLuhan (1971), on the other hand,

distinction "merely relieves people of the respon-

sibility for looking into the matter .... It

'

whatever pleases teaches more effectively."
Cater, 1975)

always been true that
Similarly, Barnouw (In

suggests that despite its connotations as

a

passive,
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neutral experience, entertainment "is
really

tremendously compli-

a

cated experience that touches all kinds
of hidden springs and relates
to our personal experience, our past,
and also to the society and

our place in the society."

Seldes observes:

"We hear a sermon on

the good life and we see a movie in which
the hero has a good time -

no one can say with certainty which has the
greater influence on our

lives"

(1960).

Seldes believes it is precisely that to which we turn

for entertainment which has the most important,

influence on our lives.

and the least expected,

"Mass communication in its play aspects may

be the way a society develops its culture - the way it
dreams, has
its myths, and develops its loyalties"

(Stephenson, 1967).

Michael

Arlen (In Lesser, 1974) and Michael Novak (1975) have suggested that

TV and movies are ever increasingly the source of our myths and models.
Lesser (1974) has focused on children's utilization of television

experiences.

He concludes:

may be for adults

a

"The regularities of television that

retreat from the unpredictability in their lives

may be for our youngest children

understandable."

a

source of help in making life

In addition, Lesser observes that the key to enter-

tainment is involvement

-

identification with the feelings and concerns

of another, and that this imaginative participation facilitates the

development of humane, concerned individuals.
another way in which the visual media serve
function for children:

a

Schwartz (1973) offers

personal and social

"The media child enters school closely united

to his fellow students by a common experience of the world, which
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results from their common use of media.

He can fill in, or respond

to, or resonate with a vast amount
of information that he shares with

others in the class."
Lyle (1972) has synthesized various studies
examining what adults
and adolescents feel they learn from television.

He finds that through

television drama, viewers feel they are "learning
about the world,
how to handle social situations, how to cope
with personal problems."

Many viewers LoSciuto (1972) concludes, "seem to be
seeing the shows
,

they value as directly relevant to their own lives."

Stephenson (1967)

argues that we are indeed learning important lessons while being
entertained.

We engage in fantasies through which "the self may

grow, develop, and restructure itself

It is my thesis that the

daily withdrawal of people into the mass media in their after hours
is a step in the existential direction,

that is, a matter of subject-

ivity which invites freedom where there had been little or none before."
In sum,

the visual media are providing much more than an escape

from the real world of pain and frustration; hence, the importance
of determining what viewers take away from their experiences with

television and film.

As Robinson (1972)

has suggested, we must not

confine ourselves to an examination of what specific items of information have been learned:

"The more laborious task of indexing how

people's horizons are opened or restricted by the things they see on
television now must be under taken ... .We need to ask,

'Has anything

you've seen changed your way of looking at the world?'"
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D oes media imagery exert an
insidious influence ?

Another measure

of the suspicion surrounding TV
and film is the degree of alarm

expressed about their power to manipulate
us, persuade us, and shape
our behavior

(Baggaley

&

NOTE Resolution, 1977).

Duck, 1976; Demott, 1975; Harrington,
1973;

This form of attack is not strictly

a

contra-

diction of those arguments which maintain
that we engage in the viewing

experience in a semicomatose state.

For it is precisely this passivity,

it is claimed, which causes viewers to
be so persuasible.

Baggaley

and Duck, for example, argue that we are
influenced not just by the

information, but by the way in which it is presented:

may seem marginal but,

in fact,

"Such effects

they are probably the most insidious

effects that the medium exerts, since they mature gradually,
influencing viewers

attitudes as the effects of presentation conventions

are gradually absorbed.

They are long term 'sleeper effects,' and

as such are difficult even to recognize,

let alone measure"

(1976)

According to Madsen (1973), Robinson (1967), and Wilbur (1967),
such effects are attributable to the authority of images.

In visual

communication, "we make emotional decisions based upon what we see
at so low an awareness level that we are frequently unaware of coming
to a decision until it has been made.

Verbal communication, on the

other hand, tends to be received with skepticism:
show me'"

'Don't tell me,

(Madsen, 1973).

Adler concurs with this emphasis on the authority of the visual
image

Television brings into play a whole range of nonverbal forms
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of communication - intonation, gesture,
expression, movement, color,
etc.

Tony Schwartz suggests that our print-biased
educations have

desensitized us to these non-rational dimensions of
communication,
and he warns that we must learn to be aware of them
if we are to

cope successfully with the torrent of communication which
surrounds
us

(1975).

Mander

(1979)

applies the argument to commercial messages,

which, he suggests, have nothing to do with objective factors and
are therefore immune to rational resistence.

"Content only gets in

the way when they are delivering the true content - a mood, a quality

of pseudo-intimacy and, most important, a system of images ... .Whatever

critical resources we bring to the experience, there's no stopping
the image from going in.

It bypasses critical faculties.

Worse,

once the image is fixed, there's no way to get it back out."
ing to Madsen

(1973)

,

Accord-

an effective propaganda film should be more

than 90% visual and, like a commercial, pose solutions to identified

viewer needs and desires.
It is important to note that what is being described here is not

simply viewer susceptibility to imagery

- but,

more specifically,

imagery to which the viewer responds emotionally because its message
speaks to his needs, desires, and aspirations.

"Evidence is mounting

that the key to acceptance of communication is the degree to which

person can readily identify with it.
as internalization is at issue"

a

Nothing as deeply psychological

(Stephenson, 1967)

against assuming that the viewer is a tabula rasa

.

Stephenson warns
responsive to any
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communication he receives:

"People react in the world in terms of

their own interests and they perceive (or
strictly, apperceive) most
of the world around them in relation to
these interests and values."
As Schwartz
is

has emphasized, the meaning of a communication

(1973)

what a viewer gets out of his experience, rather
than what the

communicator put into his message:

only if it resonates.

imagery influences and persuades

In other words,

those who claim insidious

effects from media manipulation have failed to take into
account
such sensory psychological phenomena as selective attention
and

perceptual set.

Carpenter comments:

with my own eyes,
should be,

'If

have seen it'"

I

I

"We say,

'If

I

hadn't seen it

wouldn't have believed it,' but the phrase really

hadn't believed it with all my heart,

wouldn't

I

(1972).

Also ignored in the assertion that we are at the mercy of the
image are such social psychological phenomena as the persistence of

attitudes and opinions, and the power exerted on these by
reference groups (McCroskey, Larson

&

Knapp, 1971).

a

person's

Madsen (1973)

applies to film what has long been known about attitude change:

"A

film has its greatest influence when its content extends and confirms

previous knowledge and attitudes held by the viewer, and has the
least influence when its content is outside the viewer's purview of

knowledge or is antagonistic to his existing attitudes.
television programming may successfully transmit

a

..

.Film and

barrage of facts

about an issue and yet be ineffectual in influencing the opinion or
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attitude of the viewer whose mind is made
up."

Stephenson (1967)

has even suggested that the media are
not so much manipulating as

being manipulated by their audiences.
The role of the viewer's reference groups
in moderating his

vulnerability to persuasion by the visual media has
been addressed
by several writers

1967).

(Baggaley

&

Duck, 1976; Jarvie, 1970; Stephenson,

McCroskey, Larson and Knapp (1971) have summarized findings

from the major studies of media influence:

"A major conclusion that

we can draw from the research on the effects of the mass
media is

that if we wish to influence large numbers of people we must be

able to influence the interpersonal communication in which they are

involved

Where the mass media are involved at all their effect is

attributable to the media's influence on person A, who then communicates with B, who in turn communicates with C, and so on.

This

multistep flow appears to be common in all societies."
In conclusion,

the image does have power to manipulate, to per-

suade, to shape - but primarily to the extent that its message evokes
a

meaning, strikes a responsive chord, meets

offers

a

confirmation.

a need,

elicits

a

hope,

Understanding, rather than simply attacking,

this emotional impact of the visual media is clearly an important

endeavor for those concerned with growth and change.

For coming

under scrutiny here are the contents of people's minds, to which
the electronic media may provide us direct access (Schwartz, 1973)

and the stimuli which will resonate with these contents to evoke

,
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desired learning and new behavior.

The Right Brain and the Visual Media
Experience
Our framework for examining the visual media
has been the

analytical, verbal, linear, sequential mode of the
left cerebral

hemisphere, which traditionally has characterized Western
culture
(Cater,

1975; Ornstein, 1972; Routh, 1977).

The visual nature

of television and film, however, appears to be
eliciting and culti-

vating right brain functioning in viewers.

This would suggest an

attempt to understand the impact of visual media in terms of the
right cerebral hemisphere - the visual, holistic, intuitive, imaginative side of the brain (Ornstein, 1972)

Hemispheric specialization

.

The nature of hemispheric specialization

in the human brain has been the subject of considerable investigation
in recent years

(Bakan, 1976; Bogen,

1973; Cook, 1977; Dimond

&

Beaumont, 1974; Eccles, 1974; Gazzaniga, 1967, 1970, 1972; Hoffman
Kagan, 1977; Izard, 1977; Kinsbourne

Sperry, 1968; Watzlawick, 1978).

&

&

Smith, 1974; Ornstein, 1972;

Although specialization is by no

means absolute, operation of the left hemisphere is predominantly
analytic, linear, sequential, verbal, logical; the right hemisphere
is more global,

holistic, relational, simultaneous, spatial, creative,

exploratory.
Izard (1977) calls our attention to "the long-standing idea
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that there are different ways of knowing,

m

the 13th century Roger

Bacon spoke of two modes of knowledge, one
gained through argument,
the other through experience.

A number of contemporary scientists

and philosophers also speak of these different
ways of knowing,

cognitive styles, or of distinct types of knowledge.

The kind of

knowing that dominates in modern thought is typically
described as

logical and rational.

The other type of knowing is described as

intuitive, tacit knowing, or the receptive mode."

Bogen (1973), Deikman (1973), Galin (1976), Ornstein (1972), and
Shah (1973) are others who have addressed man's awareness of his
dual
nature.

"The belief that man is possessed of two ways of thought,

occasionally conflicting, is common in everyday speech, where it
often takes the form of supposing

a

struggle between 'reason' and

'emotion,' or between 'the mind' and 'the heart.'
a

mere figure of speech.

..

This is, of course,

.Even in olden times it was recognized that

'the heart' was a figure of speech and that both of the contending

forces exist within the mind"

(Bogen, 1973).

Deikman (1973) argues that the mind is characterized by an
action mode, by means of which man manipulates his environment, and
a

receptive mode, which uses the

sensory-perceptual system for

maximizing intake from the environment.

Deikman thinks that the

receptive mode originates and functions maximally during infancy, the

prelingual stage of life.
For Assagioli

(1973)

,

"the essential distinction between cognition
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by way of the thinking or feeling functions
is that intuition has
the following characteristics:

it is immediate and direct,

not

mediate and progressive as is thinking; it is synthetic
or holistic,
i.e.,

it is an immediate apprehension of a whole,

a Gestalt,

one could say of

and not of different parts later put together to form a

whole.
In sum,

important distinctions between modes of thought or ways

of knowing which have occupied various thinkers over the years are

now receiving experimental substantiation from the numerous investi-

gations of hemispheric specialization.
(1973),

"In the human," writes Bogen

"where propositional thought is typically lateralized to one

hemisphere, the other hemisphere evidently specializes in
mode of thought, which may be called appositional.

a

different

The rules or

methods by which propositional thought is elaborated on 'this' side
of the brain

(the side which speaks,

reads, and writes) have been

subjected to analyses of syntax, semantics, mathematical logic, etc.
for many years.

The rules by which appositional thought is elaborated

on the other side of the brain will need study for many years to come.

Bogen argues for regarding this nondominant hemisphere as engaged in

comparing various perceptions, schemas, or engrams.

The dominant

hemisphere, he observes, is involved in analytic, assumptional

,

and

inferential thought processes (Izard, 1977)
A concurring opinion is expressed by Levy-Agresti and Sperry:

"The data indicate that the mute, minor hemisphere is specialized
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for Gestalt perception, being primarily
a synthesist in dealing with

information input.

The speaking, major hemisphere, in contrast,

seems to operate in a more logical, analytic,
computerlike fashion
(and)

the findings suggest that a possible reason for
cerebral lateral-

ization in man is basic incompatibility of language
functions on the
one hand and synthetic perceptual functions on the other"
1973)

(In Bogen,

.

Watzlawick also comments on communicational differences between
the two hemispheres.

The left brain, he observes, engages in "the

translation of perceptions into logical, semantic, and phonetic

representations of reality, and the communication with the outside
world on the basis of this logical-analytical coding of the surrounding
world.

It is,

therefore, competent for all that has to do with

language ... .The function of the right hemisphere is very different:
it is highly specialized in the holistic grasping of complex relation-

ships, patterns, configurations, and structures .... Its language is

archaic and underdeveloped
is

- so

much so that the right hemisphere

often referred to in the literature as the 'silent one.'"

the analogy,

the image, which dominates here

It is

(1978)

Are visual media eliciting right brain responses ?

What relevance

has this investigation of hemispheric function for our understanding
or utilization of visual media?

There is evidence to suggest that

the media's cultivation of the right cerebral hemisphere is shifting
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a

long-standing cultural preference for left hemispheric
modes of

thought, particularly among the young (Cater,
1975; Debes, 1974;

Schwartz, 1973; Winn, 1977).

Bogen (1973) has noted the "confronta-

tion between two 'processes of thought' one of which

(D.

K.

Price)

terms 'analytic, reductionist, simple, or provable,'
and the other
he describes variously as 'synthetic, concrete, complex,
and dis-

orderly.

Cater

(1975)

observes that "after five centuries of slowly

acquired sophistication in distinguishing the truth from the trickery
transmitted by Mr. Gutenberg's invention, we now find ourselves having
to master the non-linear logic created by a steady bombardment of

sights and sounds on our senses."

Carpenter (1960) writes;

"There's pattern in these new media -

not line, but knot; not lineality or causality or chronology, nothing
that leads to a desired climax; but a Gordian knot without antecedents
or results, containing within itself carefully selected elements,

juxtaposed, inseparably fused;
the long,

a

thin cord of lineality.

knot that can't be untied to give

This is especially true of ads

that never present an ordered, sequential, rational argument but

simply present the product associated with desirable things or attitudes..
..By repetition these elements become associated in our minds, into

a

pattern of sufficient cohesion so that one element can magically evoke
the others."

Neil Postman (1979)

takes a similar view of the non-linear

structure of television commercials, whose themes "are not always
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related directly to the product being sold.
some very basic human needs."

But they are always about

Educator Postman contrasts the lin-

guistic, propositional nature of the school
experience with this image

centered, nonpropositional visual media experience.

In the academic

experience, he suggests, one analyzes and defends propositions

searches for evidence, for logic, for contradiction.
hand,

-

On the other

"you cannot say of a McDonald's commercial that it is true or

false.

There is nothing in the imagery that lends itself to that

kind of analysis.

Either it appeals to you or it doesn't."

Postman

concludes that "the television curriculum requires an intuitive,

uninhibited and nonref lective response.

You react at the visceral

level to the image on the screen."

Novak (1975) observes that "the progression of a television show

depends upon multiple logics
followed simultaneously.

-

two or three different threads are

The viewer must figure out the connections

between people, between chains of action, and between scenes."

Novak

comments on some of the consequences of this mode of cognitive processing:

"Today the minds and affections of the brighter students

are teeming with images, vicarious experiences, and indeed of actual

travel and accomplishments.
flanks of lines of argument.
'exegesis'

Their minds race ahead and around the
'Dialectics' rather than 'logic' or

is the habit of mind they are most ready for."

Is right brain processing inferior?

Attacks upon the "television
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generation" make it quite clear than many
people are not taking
favorable view of such right hemispheric
responses:

a

"Nonlog ical,

nonlinear, disconnected thought, absence
of ambition, of competitive
urges, disinterest in the pursuit of
merit and excellence, a concen-

tration on the self, with a preoccupation with
the state of ones
inner functioning, a flight from reason,
from reality,

from intellec-

tual activity - all these are characteristics
of the right hemisphere

mode of mental functioning"

(Winn,

1977).

Winn asserts that "to

a

young child in his formative, language-learning years,
any extended

regression into nonverbal mental functioning such as the
television

experience offers must be seen as a potential setback."

When the

right cerebral hemisphere is engaged, Winn has concluded, visual

stimuli are received by sense receptors

-

yet little or no verbal

manipulation, thinking, interpreting, or remembering occurs.

"A

mode of mental functioning that requires nothing but intake and acceptance is in operation"

(Winn,

1977)

Concern about television's effects on the learning process

-

in

favoring "retention of global imagery content (right brain functions?)
at the cost of the more orderly and logical verbal and analytic

processes (left brain?)" is expressed also by Singer (1979), who

additionally takes

a

negative

view of the human brain's extraordinary

capacity for storing visual material.

He writes:

"This is perhaps

also related to the 'holistic' or 'Gestalt' qualities of the right
brain, where visual imagery is processed."

Singer expresses alarm
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that learning is occurring "passively,"without significant effort
at learning."

He concludes:

"As entertainment television works
by

appealing to the lowest common denominator
of cognitive-affective
systems.

A value judgment may not be out of place
here by suggesting

that while our dominant visual mechanism
and the escape from our own

thoughts are exploited by the medium our potential
for more extended
reflection, for retention of information and for
careful, critical

evaluation of information are minimized" (Singer,
1979).
Novak and Schwartz concur only to the extent that they,
too,

observe that media involvement is restructuring patterns of
thinking,
feeling, and reacting:

writes Novak (1975).
of expectations.

"Television is a molder of the soul's geography,"
"It builds up incrementally a psychic structure

It does so in much the same way that school lessons

slowly, over the years, tutor the unformed mind and teach it 'how to
think.

'"

According to Schwartz (1973)

,

the media are teaching the

viewer to scan cognitively as he does perceptually, and to experience
life as a continuous stream of events.

"To someone with an old

sensory orientation, this process seems like

a

fragmentation of life,

in which a person lives only moment to moment with no sense of

history, no connection to the past, and no goals for the future."
But Schwartz adds:

"To someone immersed in this scanning process,

his experience of life is totally in sync with his perception of the

world around him.

...

Educator s stress analytic, deductive reasoning,

which conforms to the way they think, while students scan huge amounts
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of information in search of patterns.

The educator would like his

students to understand fully something they
see or hear, and not
miss any information.
death warrant.

In an age of information overload this
is a

The student must learn to scan to live.

cator's new job is to sharpen this skill so

a

The edu-

student can efficiently

process the vast quantities of information he
experiences in life."

Others have recommended that before we discount the
visual,
holistic, receptive, intuitive, simultaneous processing
of the right
brain, we should be aware that this expresses a cultural
preference,

perhaps

a

prejudice (Deikman, 1973; Ornstein, 1972; Reich, 1970;

Roszak, 1968).

Concerning cultural differences in preferred mode of

thought, anthropologist Levi Straus has stated:

"I

believe that

these two ways of thinking have always existed in man, and they go
on existing, but the importance they are given is not the same here
and there"

(In Bogen,

1973).

Deikman (1973) advises that "we recognize

the relativity of different modes of consciousness rather than assign

an absolute primacy and validity to the mode with which we are

familiar ... .Different states of consciousness can be viewed as organismic modes that may have an important reality-based function necessary
for our growth, our vitality, and our survival as a species."

Deikman further warns against equating the receptive mode with
passivity.

Assumption of an active or

a

receptive mode, he argues,

"has to do with the goal of the organism's activity:

whether or not

the environment is to be acted upon, or whether stimuli or nutriment
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are to be taken in.

'Letting

activity than 'making

if"

if

is an activity,

(1973).

but a different

As Ornstein (1972)

states,

"The

lineal sequence of events is our own personal,
cultural, and scientific construction.

It is certainly convenient, and is perhaps

necessary for biological survival and the development
of
technological society

- but

a

complex,

is only one of the many possible

it

constructions of consciousness available to man."
A potential advantage of the receptive mode is proposed by

Watzlawick (1976):

"There can be no doubt that a certain degree

of conscious inattention enables us to be more receptive to the

countless minimal, nonverbal clues inherent
situations."

in all

interactional

Assagioli (1973) emphasizes the advantages of integrating

intuitive with intellectual processes.

observes, "are to

a

"Many intellectuals," he

certain extent afraid when an intuition intrudes

into their thought processes." As a consequence, this capacity for

apprehending "the totality of

a

given situation or psychological

reality" is repressed through devaluation and neglect (Assagioli,
1973)

Another contribution of the right cerebral hemisphere is addressed
by Cook

(1977)

and Arnheim (1969)

who contend that the conceptual

,

According to Cook, the

base of our thinking is visual, not verbal.

right hemisphere is the source of

a

nonverbal, holistic conceptual

framework to which language, generated in the left hemisphere, gives

expression.

"Penfield notes that 'whenever

a

man speaks or writes,
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he must first select the concepts that
best serve his purpose from
a

m

conceptual mechanism,' or in other words seeing
the right hemisphere
an active role,

'an individual normally presents a concept
to the

speech mechanism and expects an answer,' that is, an
explicit verbal
response"

(Cook,

1977).

A similar division of function is outlined by Arnheim
(1969)
"The generalities acquired in perception are embedded in the
continuum
of the visual wor Id ... .Thought needs discrete types, and
perception
is geared to supply it,

but the structure of the raw material of

experience does not furnish neat dichotomies, simple either-or's; it
consists of ranges, shades, gliding scales.

Here language is helpful

....Words are like pointers that single out significant peaks from
the unbroken contour line of a mountain range on the horizon.

peaks are not created by the pointers.

The

They are given objectively;

but the pointers fortify the observer's urge to discriminate them."

This distinction between cognitive modes receives clarification
as Arnheim goes on to contrast visual,

verbal, intellectual cognition:

intuitive cognition with

"Purely verbal thinking is the

prototype of thoughtless thinking, the automatic recourse to connections retrieved from storage.

It is useful but sterile.

What makes

language so valuable for thinking, then, cannot be thinking in words.
It must be the help that words lend to thinking while it operates
in a more appropriate medium,

such as visual iamgery....A great deal

of thinking and problem solving goes on in, and by means of,

intuitive
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cognition"

(1969).

Similarly, Smith (1975) has emphasized that

language does not exhaust all the possible ways in
which our thoughts
may be organized:

"Actions and images are as much

a

part of cognitive

structure as words."

Distrust of right hemispheric modes may help explain hostility
toward
visual media.

What may one conclude from all the observation and

opinion presented so far?

First, the visual media have been character-

ized as evoking sensation at the expense of cognition, visualization
at the expense of verbalization, emotionality rather than rationality,

dreams rather than realities.
receptive, imaginative,

Viewers are thought to be too passive,

illogical, anti-intellectual, nonverbal,

primitive, emotional, and persuasible.

Second,

in each case,

what is

being described appears to reflect a lack of understanding of - or a
lack of appreciation for - the right brain's modes of response.

Third,

if viewed non-pe joratively

,

the type of functioning engaged

in by the right cerebral hemisphere,
is

and elicited by visual media,

imminently suited for utilization within the therapeutic endeavor

of reshaping ones image of and relation to the world.

The esoteric

psychologies, after all, have historically worked in the tacit language
seeing, deep understanding,

of the receptive mode:

perception, entering inside (Ornstein, 1972)

.

intuition, direct

Various Western psycho-

therapies emphasize emotional expression, visualization, hypnosis,

stream-of-consciousness

,

dreams, myths, and images - all of which

engage the visual, intuitive

cognition of the right cerebral hemisphere.
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A re visual media engaging b o th cerebral
hemispheres ?

The relevance

of right brain functioning to the
viewing experience - and the

applicability of both to therapeutic growth and
change
addressed more specifically.

-

will be

Before focusing on these unique contri-

butions of the right cerebral hemisphere, however,
let’s acknowledge
that movies and TV are not strictly visual media.

In examining the

impact of visual imagery, no mention has been made of
the verbal

content and its significant contribution to the visual media.

Surely

the power of movies and TV is enhanced by their potential
for engaging

both cerebral hemispheres - communicating, as Harrington observes,

both simultaneously and sequentially (1973)

.

Singer (1979) cites

some of the evidence for the improved learning which occurs when

words and imagery are linked.

More may be involved, however, than

the dual coding mentioned by Singer, or the reinforcement and

association learning theory emphasized by May and Lumsdaine (1958)

Garrett (1967), Harrington (1973), Jinks (1971), and Kuhns (1970)
argue that sound is most effective when used to support and supple-

ment rather than duplicate the image.

"By yoking apparently dis-

similar visual and audial images, a powerful film metaphor can be
achieved.
1973)

.

Out of the clash of sight and sound comes an idea" (Harrington,

Kuhns (1970)

labels such a combination of image and sound

"coexpression," the essence of which is creation of

a

third, synergetic

language

Despite such differences of opinion on whether yoking similar or
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dissimilar words and images is more effective,
there is apparent

agreement that, as Arnheim and McLuhan have
observed, each medium
treats a subject in its own way; each medium
appeals to and affects
the balance of the senses in a different
way.

"it is precisely by

making up for each other's deficiencies that the
two media, verbal
language and imagery, cooperate so successfully"

(Arnheim, 1969).

And, as McLuhan has stressed, because the visual
media are capable
of transmitting both sound and image instantaneously,
these media

are the most powerful "extensions of man"

(In Adler,

1975).

In developing McLuhan' s concept of the visual media as
"extensions

of man," Perry (1971) writes:

"Man's growth seems to follow from his

ability to construct more and more complex and meaningful images or
representations.

..

.The cinema is an extension of man's nervous

system, an extension which informs man about the environment.

It

informs man, not so much by producing new information but rather by

changing man, by altering his patterns of perception so that he
receives new insights."

By producing multiple images of the world

and by presenting man with new and different realities, film offers

man an opportunity to integrate the film's tenets, to engage in

a

continuous definition of his own attitudes and position, and thereby
to cope more effectively with his environment

(Perry, 1971; Peters,

1971)

Adler

(1976), Arnheim (1957), Guerin (1976), Roemer

(1971), and

Sohn (1970) are among those who have emphasized the empowering and
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enabling influence exerted by media
which can employ both sound and
image.

"Television changes our attitude to
reality:

know the world better and in particular
gives us

a

it makes us

feeling for the

multiplicity of what happens simultaneously
in different places
We come to recognize the place where
we are located as one among many:
we become more modest, less egocentric"

(Arnheim, 1957).

Another view of how visual media are an
extension of man's nervous
system comes from Novak (1975), who has commented
on "the extent to

which Americans depend upon television for their
public sense of how
other human beings behave in diverse situations."

More generally, he

observes the extent to which human behavior is "given
shape by the
attraction or the power of available imaginative materials:
models, symbols, images-in-action.

stories,

The storehouse of imaginative

materials available to each person provides

a sort of

repertoire.

The

impact of new models can be a powerful one, leading to 'conversions,

liberations,' or 'new directions.' The reservoir of acquired models

exerts a strong influence both upon perception and upon response to

unfamiliar models."

Although much more could be said about the visual media as
powerful extensions of man

-

engaging him both visually and verbally,

both simultaneously and sequentially, logically and intuitively,

intellectually and emotionally, digitally and analogically

-

this

paper will resume its focus on imagery and its proclivity for eliciting
right hemispheric activity, with particular regard to their appli-
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cability to therapeutic goals.
Med ia imagery, the right brain

,

and emotional

invni^n,

In

challenging various prejudicial
statements against visual experience
(see pp.

21,

22),

it was acknowledged that many
filmmakers and film

critics consider the visual media to
be particularly suited for
engaging
the viewer emotionally,

imaginatively, vicariously; for involving
him

through emersion, through identification;
for offering him insights
into the human soul and the human
conflict (Adler, 1976; Arrowsmith,
1971; Balazs

,

1971; Carpenter, 1960; Guerin, 1976; Harrington,
1973;

Jinks, 1971; Madsen, 1973; Munsterberg,
1970; Novak, 1975; Robinson,
1967; Roemer, 1971; Smith, 1971; Sohn, 1970;
Vanderbeek, 1971).
the media experience,

the viewer ceases to be a spectator:

directly perceived is directly felt" (Robinson,
1967).

m

"The thing

"Our eye and

with it our consciousness is identified with the
characters in the
film, we look at the world out of their eyes

logical act of identification.

Herein lies the psycho-

Nothing like this 'identification'

has ever occurred as the effect of any other system of art and
it is

here that the film manifests its absolute artistic novelty"
1971).

(Balazs,

"Through the use of characteristic cinematic devices it was

discovered that states of mind could be projected directly on the
screen, thus making practically limitless the ideas and emotions the

audience could experience"

(Smith,

1971).

"Television is at its best when it offers us faces, reactions,

explorations of emotions registered by human beings" (Newcomb, 1974).
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"The art film explores emotions and
in so doing often helps men
to

come to grips with their own lives or
to make some meaningful sense
out of the absurdity and chaos of
the world" (Harrington, 1973).
"By offering the viewer insight into
human motivations on the screen,
the filmmaker offers the viewer insight
into himself"

(Madsen, 1973).

A prevalent assumption, then, is that the
emotional involvement
and empathic identification engendered by
television and film are

attributable to "the visual perception of the various
forms of expression of these emotions"

(Munsterberg

,

1970).

"Being more concrete

and biologically older, the image can produce the
more massive effects,
so that the word is threatened when the picture, and
particularly

the moving picture, presents itself"

(Arnheim, 1957).

Singer

emphasizes the "empathic reactions, identifications, and

a

(1979)

host of

.emotional reactions, also associated with the power of imagery in
the human brain."

This connection between visual perception and emotional communi-

cation has been

a

topic of keen interest to investigators of nonverbal

communication as well as among media creators and critics.
to Izard

According

(1977), his own studies, as well as those of Ekman, Friesen

and Ellsworth, and of Tomkins and McCarter, present strong evidence
for the universality of emotional expression:

"Several discrete

emotions are universal (pancultural) phenomena.

Both the encoding and

decoding of these emotion expressions are the same for people all over
the world.

Davitz

(1964)

maintains "that

a

substantial amount of the
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variance in emotional communication is
accounted for by innate factors
independent of learning.

Duncan (1969) opens his review of the
non-

verbal communication literature with

a

quote from Sapir:

"we respond

to gestures with an extreme alertness and,
one might also say,

in

accordance with an elaborate and secret code that
is written nowhere,
known by none, and understood by all."

Summarizing the findings of various psychologists and
ethnologists,
Izard observes:

"Numerous studies show that the human face is an

extraordinary social stimulus."

In fact,

"the face is the supreme

center for sending and receiving social signals that are crucial
for

development of the individual, interpersonal communication, and the
cohesiveness of the family and society" (Izard, 1977).
Davitz (1964)

,

According to

"While differences between cultures in nonverbal emo-

.tional communication may be found, certain facial expressions are

universally meaningful.
who wrote:

This point of view was suggested by Asch (1952)

'The accounts of ethnologists are in agreement that there

is a fund of expressions that occur

tion.

,

in human societies without excep-

Crying in pain and weeping in sorrow are universal; fear gives

rise generally to trembling and pallor.

general expressions of joy and happiness.
identities cover

a

wider region,

boredom, and puzzlement.
in emotional expression,

Laughter and smiling are
It is probable that the

including reactions of surprise,

We may therefore speak of certain invariants

though they have not been adequately described.'"

"In a variety of contexts," concludes Mehrabian

(1972),

"we have
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seen that nonverbal behaviors are
more important or basic (possibly

because they are more difficult to censor)
than are verbal ones:

untrained observers assign greater weight to
the feelings communicated nonverbally in vocal and facial
expressions than to the feelings

expressed verbally."
Further, "In the case of inconsistency, facial
expressions are
the most dominant, the vocal component ranks
second, and words are
the least significant.

In other words, one would be hesitant to rely

on what is said when the facial, or the vocal,
expression contradicts
the words"

(Mehrabian, 1972)

.

This author has proposed a formula for

measuring the relative impact of each mode for communication of emotional meanings:
+ 55%
.the

total feeling

facial feeling.

=

7% verbal feeling + 38% vocal feeling

"Besides its bearing on inconsistent messages,

equation indicates that redundancy leads to the intensification

of a message .... Any form of redundancy or repetition of the same

message yields greater intensity" (Mehrabian, 1972).
has noted,

As Duncan (1969)

"Much remains to be learned concerning how the verbal and

nonverbal components interact or are integrated to yield an overall

message interpretation."
Finally, Levitt (1964) writes of his own research efforts:

"Perhaps the most striking aspect of the present study, in contrast
to previous experiments,

is

its clear-cut demonstration that emotional

meanings can be communicated via the facial mode with
of specificity.

a

high degree

Levitt accounts for the conclusiveness of his data
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in terms of his experimental techniques:'

"This study employed motion

pictures to record facial expressions while most previous studies
utilized either still photographs, models, or drawings.

These latter

devices are likely to eliminate nuances of expression, such as the
rate of movement or the rhythm of facial changes over time that can
be captured only by motion picture recordings

Certainly the results

of the present study would encourage the utilization of motion pictures
in further

investigation of facial expressions."

Such conclusions concerning the role of visual data in the commu-

nication of emotional meanings are consistent with recent investigations
of cerebral hemispheric activity.
(1977)

,

Galin (1976)

,

Bakan (1976), Dimond and Farrington

and Izard (1977) have concluded from their

research that the right cerebral hemisphere plays

a

dominant role in

emotional responsiveness as well as visual processing.

As Bakan writes:

"The right side is more nonverbal, perceptual, spatial, pictorial, and

emotional."

Hecaen and Angelergues have suggested that information

received by the right brain is processed in

a

primitive way, and thus

retains its immediateness and rich affective value (In Dimond

Farrington, 1977).

&

Izard (1977) cites several studies whose data

indicated that "emotion, like visual and spatial matters, was pri-

marily a right hemisphere function."
In sum,

it would appear

that the emotional involvement and

identification so crucial to the therapeutic process are characteristic of visual media experiences.

And there is evidence to suggest
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that this emotional responsiveness may be due, at
least in part, to
the proclivity of these visual experiences for engaging
the right

cerebral hemisphere.

Media imagery

the right brain, and dreaming

,

.

Several authors have

noted striking parallels between visual media experiences and dreaming.

Carpenter (1972) comments:

"Who,

in fact,

than a fraction of what he sees on TV?

consciously recalls more
Yet, no matter how vaguely

recalled, parts of these experiences are stored in memory.

dreams, they sometimes resurface.
world.

Like

Television extends the dream

Its content is generally the stuff of dreams and its format

is pure dream."

"Cinema in its movements and lights,

presence and immediacy, is similar to

of-consciousness"

(Gessner, 1968).

is a superior way of

,

dream experience or

a

stream-

Film, according to Luis Bunuel,

expressing the world of dreams, emotions, and

instinct (Amelio, 1971)

Novak (1975)

a

its sense of

.

We are only beginning to understand, writes

all the ways in which the media have altered the per-

ceiving, mythic, and symbolic parts of ourselves.
As Wood

(1976)

concludes:

"Both TV and dreams have an enormous

and powerful content, most of which is readily and thoroughly forgotten
....Is it conceivable that television,

like dreams, could be repeti-

tive, boring, and mundane on the surface precisely because its latent

content is so relevant, powerful, and persuasive?"

In describing

the dream-like quality of our viewing experiences, Carpenter

(1972)

maintains that they turn our thoughts inward, focusing the viewer on
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Inner realities - emotional realities!
TV,

far from expanding consciousness,

"Dream replaces outer reality.

repudiates It In fsvot of the

dream.

Returning once again to hemispheric function,
Dakan (1976),

Ornatein (1972), and Watzlawick (1978) are among
those who have
concluded that dreaming is

a

manifestation of the right hemisphere.

Dakan notes the shift toward increased activity
in the right hemi-

sphere as sleepers drift into REM sleep.

Additionally, stimulation

of the right temporal lobe produces "dreamy
states" and "visual

illusions" not elicited by probes of the left hemisphere.

Bogen (1973) has observed that several patients reported

a

cessation of their frequent, vivid dreams after cerebral commissurotomy.
Bogen quotes Humphrey and Zangwill on their observation of patients
with posterior brain injury:

"It may be argued that just as the

aphaoic is unable to express his thought in propositional form, so
the agnosic patient may fail to express his ideation at the lower

level of phantasy and dream

Visual thinking, dreaming, and imagi-

nation are liable to organic dissolution in

manner directly com-

a

parable to the dissolution of symbolic thought
1973).

The right brain,

it would appear,

the participant in our media dreams.

is

in

aphasia"

(In Bogen,

the dreamer as well as

It goes without saying that

the role of dreams within therapeutic contexts has a long and varied

history.

Media imagery, the right brain, and unconscious proceeiing.

The
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parallels between visual media experiences
and right hemispheric
function are not restricted to our dreams
and emotions.
(1972)

mind.'

As Carpenter

observes, "TV doesn't just wash over us and
then 'go out of
it goes into mind, deep into mind.

The subconscious is

a

world in which we store everything, not something,
and TV extends
the subconscious."

''Television,

like a primitive id,

is part of

some preintellectual psyche," writes Fass
(1976), who also comments
on television

s

'integral role in our unconscious lives."

Schwartz, Carpenter, and Arnheim describe the viewer's tendency
to absorb media material which is neither readily accessible
to

conscious awareness nor easily articulated.

As Schwartz observes,

Information available for recall includes everything we have experienced, whether we consciously remember it or not.

This total body

of stored material is always with us, and it surrounds and absorbs

each new learning experience.

Furthermore, it is instantly recal-

lable when cued by the appropriate stimulus."

And since many of

our media experiences are not stored in a verbal form, Schwartz

notes that often they cannot be retrieved by verbal cues (1973).

Information packaged in pictures, Carpenter maintains, is

generally unclassified and therefore difficult to recall or have
opinions about.

For example,

"We don't remember very early child-

hood experiences because they are not encoded in language or any
other cultural code."

Additionally, Carpenter feels that words are

inadequate for capturing any total sensory experience (1972)
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Arnheim (1969) agrees that we lack easy access
to our images:
mentioned that

a

"I

good deal of imagery may occur below the
level of

consciousness and that even if conscious, such imagery
may not be
noticed readily by persons unaccustomed to the awkward
business of

self-observation.
It would begin to appear,

then,

that the unverbalizable

,

sub-

conscious/unconscious nature of much of our imagery is by no means
restricted to media experiences.
instincts

Jung

(1957)

asserted that our

are of extreme antiquity as regards both their dynamism

and their form.

Their form, when represented to the mind, appears

as an image which expresses the nature of the instinctual impulse

visually and concretely, like

a

picture."

According to Samuels and

Samuels (1975), Freud likened images to primary process thought

-

considering images to be more primitive than verbal thoughts, closer
to actual perceptions and experiences,

and unrestrained by logic.

"Thinking in pictures," Freud wrote in The Ego and the Id

,

approximates

more closely to unconscious processes than does thinking in words,
and is unquestionably older than the latter both ontogenetically
and phylogenetically"

(1960)

Interestingly, the information derived from studies of hemi-

spheric function is consistent with this conclusion.

Bakan (1976)

observes that "Freud's dichotomy of primary- and secondary thought

corresponds with basic differences in the functions of the left and
right sides of the brain."

Galin (1976) concurs, noting that both
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right hemisphere functioning and primary process thought
"depend

mainly on nonverbal image representations, with nonsyllogistic
logic,
and are more concerned with multiple simultaneous interactions than

with temporal sequencing."

Watzlawick (1978) lists other similarities

between the concept of primary process and the functions of the
right hemisphere, whose "associations are nonlinear and shed new
light on the nature of free associations.
the Id, so the right half of our brain is
is archaic and
is

As Freud postulated for
'

timeless '.... Its language

underdeveloped - so much so that the right hemisphere

often referred to in the literature as the 'silent one.'

It lacks

the prepositions and virtually all the other elements of (left hemi-

spheric) grammar, syntax, and semantics.

Its concepts are ambiguous,

very similar to what Freud called the 'antithetical sense of primal

words

.

'

Ornstein has concluded:

"The recognition that we possess two

cerebral hemispheres which are specialized to operate in different
modes may allow us to understand much about the fundamental duality
of our consciousness."

He contrasts the accessibility of the "conscious"

mind to language and rational discourse with the receptivity of the

"unconscious" to nonverbal communication - the gesture, facial and
body movement, and tone of voice (1972)

Neurological data offer support for such observations on the
duality of personal consciousness (Eccles, 1974; Gazzaniga, 1967, 1970,
1972; Izard, 1977; Kinsbourne

&

Smith, 1974; Sperry, 1968).

Eccles
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suggests that the right hemisphere is an unconscious
part of the
brain, giving and receiving information consciously
only by means
of the corpus callosum:

"Sperry postulates that there is another

consciousness in the right hemisphere, but that its existence
obscured by its lack of expressive language."

is

According to Gazzaniga,

"We now know that the physical substrate of conscious
experience

exists in duplicate in the human brain."

It is interhemispher ic

connections, he maintains, which allow for conscious unity.
are not intact,

"the private experiences of the right hemisphere go

on outside the awareness of the left, and vice versa

appear,

then,

If they

It would

that the right hemisphere as well as the left hemisphere

can emote, and while the left can tell you why, the right cannot"
(

1972

)

Much of our understanding of cerebral specialization derives
from observation of split-brain individuals, whose cerebral hemispheres
have been disconnected through a severing of the corpus callosum.

Considerable attention has been focused, for example, on Sperry's
split-brain patient who upon viewing

a

squirmed, but said she saw nothing.

Eccles noted:

rassed smiles and tittered

a

nude pin-up, flushed and
"She gave embar-

bit but didn't know why she had these

strange emotional feelings welling up.

Presumably the emotional

reaction of the minor hemisphere had gone down into the hypothalamus
and from there had come up again to the left hemisphere ... .There is

really no information content in the transfer at these lower levels,
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only a mood change.

This same vague transfer with negligible
informa-

tion content can also occur with fear or
other emotional disturbances"
(1974).

Such split-brain patients, researchers have
concluded, exem-

plify the separation between what we would consider
conscious and

unconscious functioning.

As Gazzaniga

(1970)

has observed,

the right

hemisphere precipitates an emotional response, involving neural,
humoral, autonomic, and muscular changes, for which the left
hemisphere
lacks a cognitive explanation.
In exploring how split— brain individuals cope with such situations,

Gazzaniga, LeDoux and Wilson (1977) observed:

"The manner in which

the left hemisphere dealt with the overt bodily response to commands

presented to the right hemisphere suggests clues to what are felt to
be the mechanisms by which a personal sense of conscious reality is

qreated in the normal brain."

The authors explain that repeatedly the

left hemisphere very adeptly attributed a cause to whatever behavior

was produced by the right hemisphere.

"This process of attribution

by the verbal system seems to be a major mechanism of consciousness.

The verbal system is not always privy to the origins of our actions.
It attributes cause to behavior as if it knew, but,

Ones belief system could arise as
process.

a

in fact,

it doesn't.

consequence of this attribution

We may build our sense of reality by considering what we do.

It is as if self-consciousness involves verbal consideration of our

actual sensorimotor activities.
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Access to right brain processing
to normal individuals?

As Cater

Just how relevant are such findings

.

(1975)

has noted, "Scientists and

theologians alike have pondered how the two
halves of the brain
relate - whether they ignore, inhibit, cooperate,
compete, or simply
take turns at the control center."

Ornstein (1972) believes that "in

most ordinary activities we simply alternate
between the two modes,

selecting the appropriate one and inhibiting the other."
this view,

He bases

in part, on EEG recordings which indicate that
the brain

turns off its unused side in any given situation.

Galin (1976) concurs that "we do not know the usual relation
between the two hemispheres in normal adults, but we can speculate
on several possible arrangements."
ties he describes.
overt behavior

(disrupt)

,

Alternation is among the possibili-

Another is repression:

"One hemisphere dominates

but can only disconnect rather than totally inhibit

the other hemisphere, which remains independently conscious."

Dimond and Beaumont (1974) favor the view that each hemisphere
is an information processor which "works through the information pre-

sented to it in a machine-like fashion, quite independently of the
state of its partner.

Only after the information has been processed

do the functions at one side integrate with those of the other."

As

Watzlawick (1978) observes, the independent functioning which appears
to characterize the hemispheres would suggest "that we experience

the kaleidoscopic complexity of the world in two very different ways

and that these two modes of cognition are not only not interchangeable,
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but that it may not even be possible
to translate from the one into
the other."
In other words,

features.

it appears that the normal brain
shows split-brain

Dimond and Beaumont (1974) suggest that "each
hemisphere

engages in an active relationship with the
world, and that the responsive capacity of the individual is somehow
the product of the activities
of both sides of the brain."

concur

-

Galin, Gazzaniga, Ornstein, and Watzlawick

noting the limitations in interhemispher ic connections
in

the brains of normal subjects.

As Galin

(1976)

concludes, the usual

condition may be either "alternation between the two modes,
or parallel
but independent consciousnesses with one of them dominating
overt

behavior

.

Furthermore, it appears that in certain situations the two
.hemispheres become functionally separated.

Eccles (1974) maintains

that recent findings serve to refute the hypothesis that all neuronal

activity in the cerebrum inevitably reaches consciousness.

He

believes that our current confusion about the conscious and the un-

conscious self will be clarified "because it is now possible to define
the liaison area of the brain, and postulate that only in certain

areas and in certain states of the brain does this relationship occur."

Gazzaniga reports, for example, that "when the natural language
and speech system is not functioning, perceptually stored information

encoded at that time is not subsequently available to the language
system upon its return to normal operation.

He suggests the relevance
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of this finding to the common experience
of being unable to remember
the events of early childhood.

"it is possible that the brain can

remember critical events, which may later play

a

role in the control

of behavior, but because the remembered
events occurred prior to the

clear establishment of the language system they
cannot subsequently
be recalled through the system"

(1972).

In addition,

because the

interhemispheric structure of the corpus callosum is not functional
at birth and remains undeveloped during the early years,
the young

infant, even more than the adult, shows split-brain features
(Gazzaniga,
1970).

Galin (1976) offers

a

similar hypothesis

-

"that in normal

intact people mental events in the right hemisphere can become dis-

connected functionally from the left hemisphere (by inhibition of
neuronal transmission across the corpus callosum) and can continue
a

life of their own.

This hypothesis offers

a

neurophysiological

mechanism for at least some instances of repression, and an anatomical
locus for the unconscious mental contents."

Galin proceeds to suggest several ways in which functional

cerebral disconnection could occur in

a

normal person - facilitated

by the existence of weaker connections between than within the hemi-

spheres.

He concludes that although mental processes in the right

brain may become cut off from left-brain consciousness which is

directing behavior, "the memory of the situation, the emotional concomitants, and the frustrated plan of action all may persist, affecting
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subsequent perception and forming the basis
for expectations and
evaluations of future input" (1976).
Summary.

it has been a contention of this paper
than an understanding

of each hemisphere’s processing capabilities
and limitations has

relevance for our understanding of the impact of
television and film.

Repeatedly, descriptions of right hemispheric functioning
have

afforded us

a

new dimension for comprehending the potential of

the prejudices against - visual media.

-

and

This investigation of hemispheric

specialization, as Watzlawick observes, "permits very interesting

conclusions about the communicational accessibility of
sphere and therefore also about the 'language'
that needs to be used in order to reach it."
he concludes,

a

given hemi-

(in the widest sense)

Each cerebral hemisphere,

"will respond only to those external influences which

fall into the domain of its competence.

From this it follows that

any attempt to influence either the one or the other brain must be

made in that hemisphere's specific 'language'
or communication to be received and processed"

and film,

(1978)

.

for

the signal

And television

the evidence would suggest, are speaking to us in the

language of the right hemisphere
iously,

in order

-

engaging us emotionally, vicar-

intuitively, receptively, unconsciously, and imaginatively

through visual imagery.
But clearly, research is imperative if we are to ascertain

whether the visual media offer access to those levels of functioning
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which are the province of the right cerebral
hemisphere.

media actually elicit, reflect, and shape

a

world view?

Do visual

May the

images of visual media provide us with a
technological royal road

-

access to subconscious/unconscious levels of our
psychological

functioning?
One may assume with Culkin (1970a)
shape the dreams of today's students

programs and movies.

emphasized, "Research is needed
-

They love to talk about TV

They don't realize how much they're talking

about themselves in the process."

perspectives

that "TV and film help to

-

However, as Robinson (1972) has

perhaps from clinical psychological

on what goes through people's minds as they watch and

on how such mental processes relate to the particular viewer's style
of life and psychological goals."
In a similar vein, LoSciuto (1972)

has observed that "a fruitful

area of future research would seem to be exploration of the degree of

perceived carry over of learning from programs to situations in the
respondent's life."

As Griffith (1970)

has written,

it is time for

experimental psychologists "to secure and organize the evidence, and
draw conclusions from it."
an effort in this direction.

The following investigation represents

CHAPTER

HI

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

Method

In an effort to explore the psychological impact
of television

and film,

this study evaluated the cognitive mode and the content

of descriptions of visual media experiences, as compared
with des-

criptions of personal and verbal media experiences.

Subjects.

Participants in this study were 25 undergraduates at the

University of Massachusetts.

All 25 students were enrolled in an

introductory course in Communication Studies which awarded them

extra-credit points for participation in research activities.

Demo-

graphic data on these subjects (age, sex, college major, home town,
and parents' occupations)

Procedure

.

are presented in Appendix A.

The study was described to potential participants as

research project on "Memories and Meanings."

a

It was explained that

participants would be asked for their memories about various types
of experiences and for their views on what may have contributed to
the salience of these specific memories.

Those interested in parti-

cipating in the study were asked to sign up for two interviews, each
lasting approximately 30 minutes.

Upon completion of the two inter-

views, participants were to receive six extra-credit points toward

their final course grade.
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Prior to these interview sessions, the
interviewer's questions

were tested on pilot subjects in order
to ascertain what wording was
the clearest and the most effective for
eliciting a usable response.

The five pilot subjects, all of whom were
undergraduates at Worcester

State College, were instructed on the experimental
task and were then
asked to explain the interviewer's description of
the task in their

own words.

Actual wording of the questions used in the two interview

sessions with experimental participants was based on the
feedback from
these pilot subjects.

Flanagan (1954) has recommended this procedure

for refining the wording of questions used in interview
situations.
In his/her

initial interview, each experimental subject was

informed that the interviewer was

aspects of the memory process.

doctoral student interested in

a

It was reiterated that the subject

would be asked, therefore, to describe memories about specific types
of experiences and to comment on what might account for the salience

of these particular memories.
The interviewer stated:

"I

will be asking you what you remember

about types of experiences you have had or certain times in your life.

Describe the first relevant memory which comes to mind.

I

will then

get your views on what may have enabled you to recall that particular
memory.

If it's alright with you,

I

will be tape recording the inter-

view in order to have an accurate record of your remarks."
Once the interviewer had determined that the participant understood what was expected of him/her and seemed to feel comfortable
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about responding, the participant was
asked the following questions:
(1)

What is your earliest memory?

yesterday's events?
(4)

(3)

(2)

What do you remember about

Describe a humorous experience you have had.

What is an experience that had a strong impact
on you?

in each

case, the subject was asked to comment on what
may have caused the

particular experience he/she described to stand out
in his/her memory.

Flanagan (1954) has described application of this
critical incident
approach for generating and ordering data.

Participants appeared to take

an active interest in this study of their memory
processes, and expressed
an eagerness to provide sufficient information about
what they remembered

and why.

Most of the interviews, therefore, lasted the full 30 minutes

allotted for each session.
Although the entire interview session was tape recorded, only
the final question - asking for description of an impactful personal

experience - was of actual concern to this study and was, in fact,
transcribed for subsequent analysis.

This question was embedded with

the others in order to minimize expectancy effects by masking the

interviewer's intent.
In the second interview, each participant was informed that once

again she/he would be asked to describe memories for certain types
of experiences.

It was suggested that the person describe the first

relevant memory which came to mind, and then comment on what may
have made that particular experience memorable.
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Once the interviewer had again
ascertained that the participant
was aware of and comfortable with the
task, she/he was asked the

following questions:
school.
week.
(4)

(2)

(3)

(1)

Think of an experience you had in grammar

Describe a class you have experienced within
the last

What movie or television program stands out
in your memory?

What book, newspaper story, or radio program
stands out in your

memory?

in each case,

the subject was again asked his/her view on

what may have contributed to the salience of this
particular memory.
As in the initial interview, the total session was tape
recorded,

but some questions had been included to mask intent and
thereby

minimize expectancy effects.

Only the last two questions

-

asking for

description of a memorable movie or TV program and for description of
a

memorable book, newspaper story, or radio program

to this study.

-

were relevant

The order in which these two questions were asked

was randomly determined.

For 13 subjects, interview questions were

asked in the order described above.

The other 12 subjects were first

asked about a memorable book, newspaper story, or radio program, and

were subsequently asked about a memorable movie or television program.
All data used in this study, then, were drawn from these participants' descriptions of an impactful personal experience,

visual media experience (television and film)

media experience (book, newspaper, radio).

,

a

memorable

and a memorable verbal

These three memories as

described by each of the 25 subjects were transcribed for eventual
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analysis by judges.

In order to provide an idea of the types of

responses elicited in these interview sessions, transcripts of
personal, visual media, and verbal media memories as described by
six of the participants are contained in Appendix B.

The 75 transcripts were randomly ordered and submitted for

rating to three judges - undergraduates at Worcester State College

who responded to an announcement that persons interested in working
as raters for a research project on the memory process would be paid
$3 per hour,

for approximately 20 - 25 hours of work.

These three

judges (two women and one man, ages 20, 32, and 19) were informed
that they would be working with 75 transcripts of various individuals'

descriptions of their memories for different types of experiences.
The rater's task would be to evaluate

dimensions.

these transcripts on several

Raters were assured that upon completion of this task,

they would be apprised of the experimenter's hypotheses.

First rating procedure

.

In preparation for the initial rating task,

the judges were instructed to study a list of definitions for terms

used in the following eight rating scales:

rational - emotional
verbal

-

visual

cognitive

affective

-

analytic - intuitive

conforming

-

creative
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directive

-

receptive

objective - subjective
active

-

passive

Judges were unaware of the intent of these scales, which was to

determine the hemispheric mode which characterized participants'
descriptions of their personal, visual media, and verbal media memories.

Descriptors on the left end of each scale are thought to

typlify the left brain's mode, whereas those on the right are thought
to characterize right brain functioning

Dimond

&

(Bakan, 1976; Bogen, 1973;

Beaumont, 1974; Eccles, 1968; Gazzaniga, 1967, 1970, 1972;

Kinsbourne

&

Smith, 1974; Ornstein, 1972).

Before their use by

judges, however, placement of a descriptor in the left or the right

column was determined on

a

random basis.

Personal, visual media, and verbal media memory descriptions
had been secured from the five pilot subjects.

Each judge was asked

to read one of these sample transcripts and rate it from -

on each of these scales.

3

to +

3

After all three judges had scored a memory,

they compared ratings and explained why they had scored as they did
in order

-

that shared applications of the rating scales would emerge.

During this training process, the judges observed that they
were not differentiating between two of the scales but were scoring
the "rational - emotional" and the "cognitive - affective" scales

identically.

Consequently, the latter was eliminated from the rating
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procedure.

Additionally, judges could not reach concensus in
utilizing

the "conforming - creative" and the "active - passive"
scales.

were eliminated as well.

These

By the end of the training procedure, the

judges were applying the five remaining rating scales in a
consistent
manner:

80% of their ratings using these seven-point scales were

within two points of one another.
On the basis of this training experience, the following scales
were used by the three judges for rating the memory descriptions of
the experimental subjects:

rational - emotional

verbal - visual

analytic - intuitive

directive - receptive
objective - subjective
The list of definitions provided the judges to facilitate their appli-

cation of these terms is presented in Appendix C.
Judges were now instructed to use each of these five scales for
assigning scores, ranging from -

3

to + 3,

to each of the 75 randomly

ordered descriptions of memorable experiences secured from the experimental subjects.

In sum,

judges were to score transcripts of 25

personal memories, 25 visual media memories, and 25 verbal media

memories - using each of the five scales measuring cognitive mode,

it

was hypothesized that the judges would score participants' transcripts
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of personal experiences and visual media experiences
higher on those

polar adjectives characteristic of the right cerebral
mode.
is,

That

it was predicted that descriptions of personal
experiences and

descriptions of memorable movies and TV programs would be rated as
more emotional, visual, intuitive, receptive, and subjective than

descriptions of memorable books, newspaper stories, or radio programs.

Results of First Rating Procedure

A single-factor analysis of variance having repeated measures,

with

a

subsequent Newman-Keuls test, was used to evaluate the sig-

nificance of differences between ratings of personal, visual media,
and verbal media experiences on each of the five scales of cognitive

mode.

Table

Results of these five analyses of variance are presented in
1.
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Table

1

Analysis of Variance Table for Ratings of
Cognitive Mode
Scale

Rational

df
-

emotional

Error

Verbal - visual
Error

Analytic - intuitive
Error

Directive - receptive
Error

Objective - subjective
Error

MS

2

10.08

48

.76

2

3.27

48

1.05

2

2.36

48

1.15

2

3.63

48

.32

2

17.61

48

.72

F

13.33

E

<

.001

3.11

.05

2.05

.14

11.33

< .001

24.44

< .001

Mean scores of the ratings given the three types of memory descriptions appear in Table

2.
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Table

2

Mean Scores of Participants' Memory Descriptions
on Five Scales of Cognitive Mode

Type of Memory

Scale

Personal

Rational - emotional
Verbal

-

visual

2

Analytic - intuitive
Directive

-

receptive

Objective - subjective
Note.

6.47
.

40

b

.

20

6

.

23

5.31

a
3

a

3.79
2

Visual

.

03

3.45

a
2

b

.

92

4.65

a

Verbal
5.44

b
2

.

40

3

.

17

2

.

35

4

•

93

a

b
a

a
a
a

a
a

Higher ratings are associated with the right polar

The Newman-Keuls test indicated that these means did not differ

significantly from one another,
b

The Newman-Keuls test indicated that these means differed signi-

ficantly from those means with an

As Table

2

a

superscript.

suggests, the Newman-Keuls procedure revealed that on

two of the scales (rational - emotional and objective - subjective)

ratings given to personal memories were significantly different from
ratings given to visual media and verbal media memories, which did
not differ significantly from one another.

That is, descriptions of

participants' personal experiences were significantly more emotional
and subjective than descriptions of both types of media experiences.
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On the verbal

visual scale and the directive - receptive
scale,

Newman-Keuls tests indicated that ratings of visual
media memories
were significantly different from personal memories
and verbal media
memories, whereas the latter were not significantly different
from one
another.

In other words,

the descriptions of memorable television and

film experiences were rated as significantly more visual
and receptive
than the other two types of memories.

Although ratings on the analytic — intuitive scale were in the

direction predicted by the experimental hypothesis, with personal and
visual media memories exceeding verbal media memories in reflecting
an intuitive mode,

these differences did not reach significance.

The correlation of judges' ratings (judge

with judge 3, and judge

2

with judge

3)

1

with judge

Table

judge

These correlation

3.

3

Correlation Coefficients of Ratings on Five Scales of Cognitive Mode
Judges

Scale

Rational

1

emotional

-

Verbal - visual

Analytic

-

intuitive

Directive - receptive

Objective

-

subjective

&

2

1

on each scale measuring cogni-

tive mode was evaluated with a Pearson's correlation.

coefficients are presented in Table

2,

1

&

3

2

&

.69

.05

.20

.60

.22

.30

.47

.10

.27

.45

.13

.26

.61

.28

.23

3
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Correlation coefficients for judges' ratings
on each type of memory
description were also calculated.

These coefficients are presented

in Table 4.

Table

4

Correlation Coefficients of Ratings of Personal, Visual
Media and Verbal Media Memory Descriptions
Judges
Type of memory

1

&

2

1

&

3

2

&

Personal

.89

.70

.78

Visual media

.53

.34

.60

Verbal media

.75

.60

.68

As Table
and

2

fore,

3

and Table

4

3

suggest, only the ratings of judges

correlated with reasonable consistency.

It was decided,

to retabulate all data using the mean scores of judges

and discounting the ratings of judge 3.

1

1

thereand 2,

The results of these five

single-factor analyses of variance are presented in Table

5.

Table

5

Analysis of Variance Table for Ratings of
Cognitive Mode
by Judges 1 and

Scale

df

Rational

-

emotional

Error

Verbal

-

visual

Error

Analytic

-

intuitive

Error

Directive - receptive
Error

Objective - subjective
•

Error

2

MS

2

20.66

48

1.25

2

5.24

48

1.52

2

7.54

48

1.86

2

4.03

48

.43

2

35.89

48

1.03

F

E

16.48

<

.001

3.45

.04

4.06

.02

9.39

<.001

34.88

<

.001

Mean scores of the three types of memory descriptions on all five
;

scales of cognitive mode as rated by judges
>

in Table 6

1

and

2

are presented
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Table

6

Mean Scores of Participants' Memory
Descriptions on Five Scales
of Cognitive Mode as Rated by Judges

1

and

2

Type of Memory

Scale

Personal

Rational - emotional

6.64

Verbal - visual

2

.

Objective - subjective
Note.
a

b

5.00
a
3

.

10

3

.

30

2

.

70

4

.

22

c

Analytic - intuitive

Directive - receptive

22

Visual

O 00

1

.

96

a
-Q

VO

00

a

Verbal
5.14

b
2

.

44

3

.

02

2

.

06

a

b
a

4.66

a
a
a
a

a

Higher ratings are associated with the right polar adjective.

The Newman-Keuls test indicated that these means did not differ

significantly from one another,
b
•

The Newman-Keuls test indicated that these means differed signi-

ficantly from those means with an

superscript.

a

It may be seen that these results generally parallel those

obtained using the ratings of all three judges.

However, differences

between mean scores of the three types of memory descriptions are

consistently greater, as are all the F values on the five analyses of
variance.

Ratings on the analytic

-

intuitive scale which were only

in the anticipated direction when using the mean of all three judges

are now significant at the .02 level.
In summary, descriptions of personal experiences are characterized
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as the most emotional,

intuitive, and subjective.

Descriptions of

memorable television and film experiences are considered
to be the
most visual and receptive.

As Table

6

indicates, these visual media

accounts are also rated higher on the intuitive mode than are the

descriptions of verbal media experiences, but the Newman-Keuls reveals
that this difference does not reach significance.

Second rating procedure

.

As was the case for the first scoring

process, pilot subjects’ descriptions of personal, visual media, and

verbal media experiences were used to train judges for their second
scoring task, which was to evaluate transcripts on degree of corre-

spondence in theme or content.

The judges discussed what issues or

concerns each memory description appeared to reflect.

The experimenter

then designated pairs of certain transcripts and asked each judge to

evaluate the degree of correspondence between the two memories on
scale of

0

to 10.

a

The three judges compared their ratings of each

pair and discussed why they had scored as they did.

By the end of

this training session, judges had developed similar approaches for

evaluating the degree of correspondence between themes contained in
two transcripts:

more than 80% of their ratings were within three

points of one another.
After this training session, judges re-examined the 75 transcripts
of memory descriptions secured from the experimental subjects.

The

judges were, of course, familiar with these descriptions of experiences
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having evaluated them on the seven-point scales
measuring cognitive
mode.

Their focus, however, was now on the thematic
contents of

these memories.

Together, the judges discussed each transcript and

compared views on what themes or concerns predominated
in each.
Next, these transcripts were systematically paired, randomly

ordered, and presented to the judges for rating on the degree
of

correspondence.

The judges were unaware of the basis on which pairings

had been made, but were simply instructed to rate each of the 175

pairs from

0

to 10 for correspondence of theme.

In fact, each participant's personal memory had been paired

with
(3)

(1)

his/her visual media memory,

(6)

his/her verbal media memory,

another randomly selected personal memory, and

randomly selected visual media memory.
of

(2)

(5)

(4)

another

Additional pairings consisted

each subject's visual and verbal media memory descriptions,

his/her visual media memory with another randomly selected visual

media memory, and

(7)

his/her verbal media memory with another ran-

domly selected verbal media memory.
In sum,

seven pairings were formed with the memory descriptions

which had been secured from each of the 25 experimental subjects.

It

was hypothesized that the greatest correspondence would be attributed
to the pairings composed of a personal memory description and the

memorable film or television show drawn from that

description of

a

same subject.

The correspondence between a personal memory description

and the visual media

description of another randomly selected person,
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on the other hand, was expected
to be quite low.

other types of

pairs, it was predicted, would be
rated somewhere between these
two

extremes.

Each judge was instructed to rate
pendently.

a

pair of transcripts inde-

After these three scores had been
recorded, the judges

compared their ratings and arrived at

a

group consensus for scoring

each of the 175 pairs.

Results of Second Rating Procedure

A single-factor analysis of variance having
repeated measures,

with

a

subsequent Newman-Keuls test, was used to evaluate differences

between the seven types of pairs - as determined both by the
mean
ratings of the three judges and by their consensual scoring.

The

results of these two analyses of variance are presented in Table

Table

7.

7

Analysis of Variance Table for Mean and Consensual Ratings of
Degree of Correspondence
Source of ratings
Judges' mean

Error

Consensus
Error

df

MS

6

16.05

144

3.63

6

17.11

144

3.75

F

£

4.42

<.001

4.56

<.001
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As Table

7

indicates, differences in correspondence ratings for

the seven pairing categories were statistically
significant.

The mean

scores and standard deviations of judges' ratings for each
pairing
category, as obtained both by averaging the three judges' ratings
and
from their consensual scoring, are presented in Table

Table

8.

8

Mean Scores and Standard Deviations of Ratings for
Degree of Correspondence of Memory Pairings
MS

Type of pairing
The personal memories of

a

Ss

SD
b

a

b

4.80

4.96

1.99

2.13

3.95

4.00

1.80

1.77

A personal & a visual media memory
from 1 S
A personal & a verbal media memory
from 1 S
A visual & a verbal media memory
from 1 S
The verbal media memories of 2 Ss

3.44

3.56

2.53

2.53

3.40

3.48

2.13

2.10

2.87

3.20

1.66

1.68

2.65

2.68

1.65

1.77

A personal & a visual media memory
from 2 Ss

2.53

2.52

1.60

1.50

2

The visual media memories of

a

2

Ss

Ratings are based on the average scores of the three judges.

^Ratings are based on the consensual scores of the three judges.

Newman-Keuls tests on both sets of ratings indicated that the
judges' scoring of the correspondence between two subjects' personal
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memories was significantly different from their scoring
of all the
other pairs.

Difference between the other pairing categories did not

reach significance.

This finding was contrary to the experimental

hypothesis that the greatest degree of correspondence would be

attributed to pairings of participants' personal memories with their
own visual media memories.

What did characterize the pairs composed of

a

personal and a

visual media memory from that same person was an unusually high
variance.

Many ratings in this particular category were either extremely

high or extremely low.
in fact,

Again, this finding was unanticipated, and

contrary to the hypothesis that such ratings would be con-

sistently higher than ratings for other categories.

However, as was

predicted, the least correspondence was attributed to those pairs

composed of the personal memory and the visual media memory of two

different individuals.
The correlation of the three judges' ratings was determined by

calculating a Pearson's coefficient for each type of pairing.

coefficients are given in Table

9.

These
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Table

9

Correlation Coefficients of Ratings for Degree of
Correspondence
of Memory Pairings

Judges

Type of pairing
The personal memories of

1
2

Ss

The visual media memories of

2

Ss

A personal & a visual media memory
from 1 S
A personal & a verbal media memory
from 1 S
A visual & a verbal media memory
from 1 S
The verbal media memories of 2 Ss
A personal & a visual media memory
from 2 Ss

&

2

1

&

3

2

&

.54

.68

.56

.76

.67

.64

.78

.83

.75

.46

.61

.62

.56

..54

.41

.44

.39

.50

.40

.48

.56

3

CHAPTER

IV

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THERAPY

Discussion of Ratings on Cognitive Mode

The results of the first rating procedure lend support to
the

hypothesis that describing an impactful personal experience or

memorable film or TV program, when compared with describing

a

a

memor-

able book, newspaper story, or radio program, elicits more aspects
of right brain functioning.

It appears that even a verbal description

of television and film experiences may be capable of engaging a

cognitive mode which, many would argue, is resposive to therapeutic
intervention.

Monitoring those visual media experiences themselves,

without the verbal translation necessitated by this study, may prove
even more revealing.

engaging

a

These results, however, suggest that simply

person in the task of describing his/her visual media

experiences may evoke a cognitive mode appropriate to therapeutic
endeavors.
It had been predicted that participants' descriptions of their

visual media memories would be rated as reflecting more emotionality
and subjectivity than their descriptions of verbal media memories.
In fact, visual and verbal media memories did not differ on these

two scales of cognitive mode.

Although unanticipated, this finding

is perhaps consistent with the views of such theorists as Adler
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(1976)
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and Harrington (1973), and such therapists as Guerin
(1976)
(1576)

who argue that the media viewer becomes receptive to

and Paul
a

new

world view or personal image while retaining sufficient objectivity
to confront emotionally charged issues.

Responsiveness to music is

a

characteristic of right brain

functioning which was not a part of this experimental investigation.
However, an

a

posteriori tabulation of references to music in the 75

descriptions indicated that music was mentioned in seven descriptions
of visual media experiences, three descriptions of personal experiences,
and one description of a verbal media experience.

Implications of the Ratings on Cognitive Mode

If,

as the results of this study would tend to suggest, our

experiences with television and film elicit right brain modes of
response, what are possible implications for therapy?

According to

Watzlawick (1978), an individual's world image is conceived and
expressed in the right cerebral hemisphere

-

"that consequently

offers itself as the most natural key to those areas of the mind in
which alone therapeutic change can take place."

A person seeking

therapy, Watzlawick maintains, is suffering from his image of the

world.

How inappropriate and ineffective, therefore, is

a

therapeutic

procedure "which essentially consists in translating this analogic
language into the digital language of explanation, argument, analysis,

confrontation, interpretation, and so forth, and which, through this
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translation, repeats the mistake which made the
sufferer seek help
in the first place - instead of learning
the patient's right hemi-

spheric language and utilizing it as the royal road to
therapeutic
change.

Ornstein and Galin (1976) also emphasize the importance of
honoring each cerebral hemisphere's capabilities and limitations:
"There is a wide variety of clinical and neurosurgical evidence to

indicate that the human brain is laterally specialized for different

cognitive modes ... .These modes can complement each other but cannot
readily substitute for each other.

Employing the inappropriate

cognitive system may not only be inefficient, it may actually interfere with processing in the appropriate system."
As for the question of which hemisphere is more responsive to

therapeutic change, Watzlawick's impressions of the centrality of
the world image are shared by Tomkins

(1962)

:

"It is our belief

that the afferent sensory information is not directly transformed
into a conscious report.

What is consciously perceived is imagery

which is created by the organism itself.

Psychologists from Galton

to Freud have investigated imagery without appreciating its full

functional significance.

The world we perceive is a dream we learn

to have from a script we have not written."

Tomkins argues that

"
man's "centrally emitted blueprint which we shall call the Image

governs his behavior through its definition of his ultimate purposes
whether conscious or unconscious.
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If a person's images have not been sufficiently appreciated
in

therapeutic endeavors, neither have they been ignored.

Samuels and

Samuels (1975) have observed that both Freudian and Jungian therapists
ask patients to form spontaneous images in their minds — "encouraging
the patient to become a passive receiver,

thought.

..

letting go of organized

.Both Freud and Jung found that bringing certain emo-

tionally-charged images to awareness relieved neurotic symptoms and
made a person's inner world more whole.

experiencing certain basic images allowed
to grow emotionally."

It was as if simply
a

person to feel better and

"If the flow of instinctual dynamism into our

life is to be maintained," wrote Jung

(1957),

"then it is imperative

that we remold these archetypal forms into ideas which are adequate
to the challenge of the present."

Our images, Jung believed, require

continual adaptation and modification.
Other psychotherapies have emphasized the therapeutic role
of

imagery.

(right brain)

The psychosynthesis techniques of

psychiatrist Roberto Assagioli "are designed to help the patient
find a visual image that corresponds to verbal thought.

These

images can then be held in the mind in order to achieve personal

goals"

(Samuels

&

Samuels, 1975).

Gestalt therapist Frederkind

"encourages patients to visualize symbolic strip thought, like
scenes from a movie.

Patients are further encouraged to interact

with the figures in the scenes they visualize.

Other therapists

have expanded this technique to have patients become identified
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with elements from their fantasies."

Fritz Peris and his followers

have used similar directives of successive identification with
images, and verbalization of the perspective provided by each identi-

fication (Samuels

&

Samuels, 1975).

Behavior modification approaches, particularly those utilizing

systematic desensitization techniques, frequently rely on visualization strategies.

In essence, these various therapies are training

patients to develop right brain potentials through the utilization
of visual images.

The visual media, it would appear, have been

cultivating this same right brain potential for receptivity to visual
imagery.

A therapist with an awareness of this process could assist

the client in an exploration of the images derived from that person's

viewing experiences.
The appropriateness of engaging the right cerebral hemisphere
in therapeutic contexts

is

suggested not only by its role in formu-

lating our world images, but also by its involvement in our emotions,

intuitions, and dreams.

Watzlawick (1978) asserts, for example, that

the therapeutic value of hypnotherapy may be that it constitutes a

dream in reverse.

Hypnotherapy, he states, is the therapeutic

technique which most clearly works in the language of the right

hemisphere to influence the client's images.

If one examines the

parallels between descriptions of the dream process, the descriptions
by Carpenter

(1972), Wood

experience, and Watzlawick

(1976), and others of the television
's

account of hypnotic induction techniques,
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it seems probable that the visual media are providing
viewers with
a

dream in reverse.

Working with

a

client's visual media experiences,

much as they have worked with dreams and hypnosis, it is conceivable
that therapists could help a client identify and modify his personal
images.

Although well known for their rigidity, such images appear

to be susceptible to the reframing provided by a new visual image.

"The dream has been considered until very recently to be a

'one-way street' and the idea of deliberately using this language to

go in the opposite direction, into the right hemisphere, in order to

influence and change

a

(Watzlawick, 1978)

It may now be feasible to explore the possibility

.

world image has never been seriously considered"

that such influence has,

in fact,

been occurring as we experience

the visual media.

Discussion of Ratings on Degree of Correspondence

Whereas rating for correspondence of themes in an individual's
personal experience and visual media experience surpassed four
other pairing categories, the highest ratings of correspondence were

given to paired descriptions of two individuals' personal experiences,
followed by paired descriptions of two individuals' visual media
experiences.

The high degree of correspondence attributed to the

descriptions of two randomly paired personal memories may be due, in
part,

to the sample used in this study - undergraduates who frequently

described first experiences away from home, first jobs, first serious
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relationships, or similar autonomy, identity, and achievement
issues.

It is possible that with a broader sample,

impactful

personal memories would have reflected more diverse themes.

Another

possibility is that judges with more psychological training would
have given lower ratings, for example, to two descriptions of first

experiences away from home, because each revealed quite different

concerns which went undetected by the judges used in this study.
As for the high correspondence attributed to paired descrip-

tions of memorable movies and television programs, these contained

frequent emphasis on adventure, entertainment, and admiration of
the characters portrayed.

Many of these experiences were described

as memorable because the viewer increased his/her understanding of

life by being exposed to new experiences, other people's lives, and

differing ideas and values.

Such explanations of the impact of

memorable visual media experiences appear to have contributed to
the high ratings of these pairs.

This finding, although unanticipated, would seem to merit

attention in future research efforts.

conclusions of Adler (1976)

,

It is consistent with the

Arnheim (1957)

,

Carpenter (1960)

Guerin (1976), LoSciuto (1972), Lyle (1972), Novak (1975), Perry
(1971), Peters

(1961), Robinson (1972), Vanderbeek

(1971)

and others

that viewers find in television and film assistance in coping with

and gaining a perspective on their lives and problems.
the contention of Lesser

(1974)

,

McLuhan (1971)

,

It supports

Seldes (1960)

,

and
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Stephenson (1967)

that we are learning and growing while being

entertained.

Further research would be necessary for determining what
led
to the high variance

(many high and low scores)

in ratings of those

pairs composed of each participant's personal and visual media
memories.

One possibility is that viewers are quite different in

their use of visual media experiences in their lives.

A Jungian

perspective, for example, would suggest the possibility that for
some viewers, the visual media — like dreams - express their un-

conscious rather than their conscious concerns.

For others,

the

themes of memorable films and television programs may parallel the

conscious concerns in their lives.

One participant, for example,

described the most impactful experience of his life as his personal
response to watching the movie "Blue Collar" on television

Appendix

see

(

B)

Implications of the Ratings on Degree of Correspondence

The results of the correspondence ratings reported here are

suggestive but far from definitive.

The richness of participants'

descriptions of their personal and media experiences
in the rating approach used in this study.

is not

reflected

A content analysis of

the transcripts, or some other means of identifying significant

patterns, may more adequately tap this resource.

Subsequent research would probably benefit from the utilization
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of judges with more psychological training.

The insights of psycho-

logists who are skilled in a case study approach or in
the evaluation
of projective materials would contribute meaningfully
to our under-

standing of the personal relevance of our visual media experiences
and
memor ies

Clearly

the question of how we relate out viewing experiences

,

to our lives deserves further study.

and Madsen (1973)

Forsey (1963), Harrington (1973),

are among those to suggest that modern viewers

turn to television and movies for support, because they find the

visual media are giving expression to their personal problems and
conflicts.

According to Madsen, the commercial networks "now play

the roles of friend, parent,

teacher, counselor, representative of

government, creators of ideals and aspirations and eye on the world
for millions of people."

Linden writes:

"Motion pictures, like

dreams or rainbows, are true myths that we tell ourselves so that we
may try to come to grips with what life means in the living of it"
(In Harrington,

1973)

.

As the Lyle study (1972) discloses, viewers

perceive themselves as using the media to learn how to cope with their
own lives.

"Through displaced events and disguised characters," writes
Adler (1976)

,

"society uses television drama as

a

means of trans-

forming its fears and unresolved problems into metaphorical forms

which are less threatening than direct confrontation."
(1976)

Phil Guerin

is a family therapist who has applied the visual media in
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this way - using "movies, plays, and other
displacement forms" for

symposia, with therapists in training, in community
education

programs for families, and in family therapy sessions.

describes a powerful audience reaction to the film
for my Father,

then concludes:

"I

Guerin
Never Sang

"The movie clearly triggered intense

affect, but the question was, how to channel this affect so that
it

became more than just another emotional experience.

How could we

use this film so that its effect could be carried over into

way of thinking about

a

a

new

different relationship with ones own family?"

What Guerin has developed is

a

teaching structure, based around a

viewing experience, which "offers the student of humanity an exercise
in planning how to change others, while offering a chance to learn

enough also to change himself ... .The externalization of the process
of day-to-day family life seems to facilitate a more objective view
of how it works"

(Guerin, 1976)

.

Another therapeutic application of visual media is suggested
by the work of Norman Paul

(1976)

,

who uses various "stressor

stimuli," in which are "depicted feeling states regarded as universal;
for example, delayed grief reactions,

intense sibling rivalry, and

separation anxiety between mother and child."

Paul's objective is

to "provide sanctions for clients to allow themselves to consider

that unpleasant feeling states are normal features of living, and

can be shared.

The experiences selected for use are designed to

encourage clients to empathize with other human beings, and then with
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themselves.

..

.Subjects are encouraged to remember and then to

verbalize similar experiences in their lives."
Stressor stimuli, Paul believes, enable individuals to

integrate repressed painful experiences into an enhanced perspective
on their lives, and a fuller self image.

"Instead of using symbols

in the form of inkblots to elicit projections of unconscious person-

ality determinants, excerpts of emotional states and fantasies
regarded as universal are used.

Self-confrontation of the clients'

reactions to such taped or filmed material focuses sharply on

a

person's ability to bear both the original stimuli and his means of
coping with them"

(Paul,

1976)

.

It is a contention of this paper that additional therapeutic

applications of our experiences with television and film will emerge
as subsequent investigation begins to close the gap between what

has been asserted about television and film - and what has been

established by empirical research (Adler, 1976).

As Adler remarks,

"Wouldn't it be remarkable if, right before our eyes, American

television was trying to tell us as much about ourselves as we can
bear to know?
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APPENDIX A:

s

Sex Age

DEMOGRAPHIC DATA ON EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECTS

Major

Home town

Parents' occupations

1

F

19

Journalism

Chicago

manager, medical secretary

2

F

21

Comm. Stu.

Lawrence

customer relat., seamstress

3

M

21

Biology

Attleboro

small business owners

4

M

21

Comm. Stu.

Newburypor

teachers

5

M

19

Poli. Sci.

W.

6

F

19

Undecided

Amherst

businessman, rec. super,

7

M

19

Economics

Longmeadow

lawyer, teacher

8

M

18

Comm. Stu.

Taunton

sales manager, homemaker

9

M

19

Comm. Stu.

Cambridge

engineer, homemaker

10

F

18

Elem. Ed.

E.

11

F

18

Undecided

Wellesley

stock broker, speech ther.

12

F

18

Undecided

Newton

retail sales, secretary

13

F

19

Art Ed.

Acton

elec, engineer, homemaker

14

M

18

Comm. Stu.

Framingham

physician, homemaker

15

F

19

Undecided

Amherst

dentist, homemaker

16

M

18

Undecided

Pepperell

farmer, homemaker

17

M

18

Business

Wellesley

civil servant, manager

18

F

19

Undecided

Weymouth

contractor, accountant

19

M

19

Business

Andover

programmer, educator

20

F

19

Comm. Stu.

Florham Pk.

manager, secretary

21

M

28

Comm. Stu.

Pittsfield

factory worker, domestic

Springfie

Douglas
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systems analyst, exec. sec.

mill worker, homemaker
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22

M

28

Economics

Seoul, Korea

politician, laborer

23

M

20

Undecided

Springfield

laborer, homemaker

24

M

20

Comm. Stu.

Lynn

manager, receptionist

25

M

19

Engineer

Roxbury

truck driver, homemaker

APPENDIX

B:

TRANSCRIPTS OF SIX PARTICIPANTS' PERSONAL,

VISUAL MEDIA, AND VERBAL MEDIA MEMORIES

A Personal Experience

I

lived at a motel, and there were a lot of incidents that

happened at that motel.

There were very strong things that happened.

They weren't just mild, little upheavals in my life; they were very
strong - from being involved in a marriage breakup to a friend tellIt was just,

ing me he was dying and stuff like that.

it was strong

things that were happening that would have had an effect on anyone,
I

would think.
That nine months probably had the biggest impact on my life to

this point in time.
no,

I

Because it was the first time

I

had moved

-

well,

had moved to college before that, but that was in a kind of

padded environment.

This wasn't.

It was my first experience with

the real world.

There were so many things that were involved in that experience.
The people
a -

I

did live with, they were, we lived with a lot of, it was

not low class motel - but the neighborhood it was in was Revere

combat zone
Beach, which is surrounded by many strip joints, un, the
is very close.

The clientele that we entertained in the motel were

either strippers or prostitutes or pimps.

And before that

I

was

morals were wrong
brought up with a Catholic background where their
and what they did was wrong.

But as
104

I

got to meet these people,
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which has made
can't

-

a big

impression on my life now,

I

realized that you

that what you were brought up to believe is not always what

is truth.

Because as

Very warm.

I

met these people they were very nice people.

Some of the warmest people

I

don't pretend as much as other people.

have even met, because they

You know, they're not into

the pretense that - they need material success as much as everyone

else does.

I

may not agree with their life style and everything, but

basically, they were very good people.
But it was an upset that

were

-

I

liked.

I

That upset my previous beliefs.

didn't value them for what they

for what their occupation said they were - but

I

sat down with

them, talked to them, then realized what they were.
I

remember there were these two women that lived together that
And

were gay.

I

really loved those two women a lot.

Before that

I

was really uncomfortable - I'm still uncomfortable with people that
are lesbians, but - with them

now than
time.

I

ever was.

I

wasn't.

And I'm less uncomfortable

And they used to have lovers' quarrels all the

And they with their quarrels would be really loud, and we

would have to go in and quiet them and they would cry and everything.
It was really odd;

"Wow,

I

sat down and thought about it sometimes, saying,

these are two women that are fighting just like myself and

man would fight."
you know.

a

It was hard and not hard for me to understand,

like
It became easier as the times went on that things

that happened.

You know.

And

I

really felt bad for one woman who

two kids, and her
had been married, from an Italian background, had
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kids were taken from her because she was lesbian.

And she made it

known that she was; and they were taken for that reason.
she was really, she was wonderful.

anyone.

You know,

She would do most anything for

And it was so sad to see it because you knew, you knew it

was tearing her apart inside.

She had to live the life she had to

live.

So that's one incident.

The one night they had a big fight is

very strong in my mind because it was kind of nice seeing myself,

my sister-in-law, my boyfriend, my brother

-

all comforting these

people because we really cared for them.

And it was something you

didn't normally see in such

That stuck out in my mind.

a

situation.

A Visual Media Experience

Bette Midler was great in it.

"The Rose."

because

I

The music - well,

want to get into the music life, it was about music, and

that was the main reason

was memorable.

I

went to see it in the beginning.

It was memorable for the music scenes in it.

Her

thought.

The

songs were great!

Her performance was excellent,

I

characterization that it gave to the music business
ciate,

I

didn't agree with.

for just one,

And that

for me,

I

I

I

didn't appre-

thought it stereotyped it.

thought it was trying to give the impression

that it was making a statement about the whole industry.

hoping it wasn't.

I

For a movie,

hope that's not the way it is.

And I'm

'Cause it made

and not
the agent look like the bad guy - just wanting the money
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caring for the woman, you know, what happened to her.
can go to hell, for all he cared.

Her health

All he wanted was his money, and,

you know, it downgraded the music industry as much as it could,

actually.
And it struck me, too, because of her... the agony she went

through without finding love in her life, and, and when she killed

herself and stuff like that, when she 0 D'ed, you know, that was
sad.
it,

Like when

I

walked out of the movie

I

didn't want to discuss

'cause it just had settled right there.

ponder over it for

a

And

just wanted to

I

while and think about it before
When she died

saying words about the movie.

just started

I

sentimental, you

- I'm

know, compassionate more than anything, and that affected me.

It

was in her home town; she died on stage; it was sad.

And just the whole, the whole, uh, statement about the music

business had made me start thinking about, well, what am

myself into.

It had an impression on me.

I

getting

You know, not long lasting,

but it did have an impression for a moment.

just didn't want to talk about it.

I

I

was with someone;

I

don't think he did either,

It kind of affected us both the same

because he didn't mention it.
way, which was interesting.

It may make me remember that whenever

involved in the business, that
they come first, before as

a

I

I

do - if

I

do - get

am dealing with people.

product.

You know,

I

As people,

always believed

for me.
that anyway, but that might have brought that out more
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Oh, and

mind.

I

watched "The Sound of Music."

That's just one of my favorites!

That stands out in my

We cried, me and my three

roommates; we sang the songs and cried; we had a great
time with it!
It's just so entertaining, you know?

pleasurable.

it was light hearted;

It was so nice to see a happy ending.

it was

And then one of

my roommates had to tell me that it was a real story and that one
of
the kids died as they were crossing the mountains, which

know about.

I

didn't

But we had a great time singing and everything.

the music's beautiful!

mean,

I

You know, none of us can sing that well, but

we just all loved it, joined right in.

A Verbal Media Experience

time

I

read The Women's Room two weeks ago.

I

felt

needed inspiration as

I

But that was the reason

to me!

things about it.

but it wasn't what
I

read it.

That book did not give it
I

had read so many good

I

I

I

I

think.

And

I

had a good time reading it, actually,

expected.

just expected Myra to live a happier life.

its purpose,

purpose

woman.

read it because at the

It was on the best seller list for so long.

It was interesting;

read it.

I

a

I

It kind of defeated

Well, maybe that wasn't its purpose, but, the

had wanted it to be was to have a woman set up in

a

situation

where she comes out shining and, you know, doing what she wants but
being happy in the society that she's put in.

While Myra has to re-

treat from the society she's put in because there's no way that she
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feels a woman can live in it without being oppressed.

I

didn't

expect that to happen.
And

When

I

didn't expect the woman narrating the story to be Myra.

read that at the end,

I

I

almost died!

Myra;

I

out.

It was interesting and I'm glad

I

didn't know it was her, at all.
I

And that bummed me right
read it, but it wasn't what

had... you know how you go into a movie and people build it up to

be this - like "Apocolypse Now" is one that a

didn't know it was

I

I

haven't seen it but

girlfriend of mine went to see it the other day.

You know, people

have built it up, critics and everything else, that she expected this

wonderful movie to just grab her and have this inspirational meaning,
She was let down.

and it didn't do that for her.

had preconceived notions that

I

good and it wasn't - in the way

I

wanted it to be.

in the relating of other women's stories,

felt agony when they felt agony.
I

I

thought it was going to be really

It was good to hear other women's ideas.

and

Well, this book

I

That was nice.

Just

sympathize with them;

It was just,

I

I

was reading a novel

was experiencing what they were going through at the time.

It

was well-written, so that did happen, but nothing that's long-lasting
now.

Except it brought up the oppression more in my mind than ever.

It did the exact opposite of what

I

wanted it to do.

A Personal Experience

I'm not an overly emotional person, but -

I

grew up in Attleboro
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I

was born in Boston and lived there when

remember too much from Boston.

But then

lived there for like eight years.

because my father owned

a

And

I

grew up, and

I

I

moved to Attleboro and

I

was very lucky at the time
It was a small sign company,

I

grew up at this place.

worked there, and lived there for, you

I

And that place is really where

I

was

didn't have any other interests in anything else.

Even going through high school
work, and

don't

I

But, uh, we lived right on a golf

know, eight years of my life.

born and bred.

I

mean it was on the golf course.

I

This is where

I

sign company.

only about six or seven guys.
course.

And

was very young.

I

I

never was a partier; all

participated in some athletics.

totally, you know,

But like,

had friends and everything, but

I

from everyone else in that

I

I

I

I

did was

never,

I

was

was secluded
And

always spent all my time there.

I

loved it, and there was no one else but good old Mother Nature there.
And, uh, that's how

because

I

I

ended up getting into plant and soil management

enjoyed the outdoors and

And then, even though

I

I

My father went bankrupt and we had

And I've only cried, that

couple of times in my life.
the same summer before

enjoyed the golf course.

was old enought to handle this, we moved

away from there my senior year.
to move from that place.

I

I

can think of, a

And when we left that place

-

that was

came up here - it was very emotional for me.

in my
I'd say there's no question that was the most emotional time

life.

I

never really had girlfriends before then,

before

I

came up here,

I

never drank until

I

I

never smoked

came up here.

I

think it's

Ill

unusual because if you talk to most people, they...
any need for it.

Everything

emotional, because

I

anyone else when

was there.

I

I

did was there.

loved it there.
I

I

just didn't have

So that was really

It was almost like

lived there,

I

I

didn't need

worked there, and

I

entertained there.
In leaving,

that

I

I

knew that I'd never,

I

don't think,

Maybe

I

was interested in things that

was located.
there.

realized

knew I'd never have some place as good as that, again.

where it was located was perfect for the things that
in.

I

I

think

I

was interested

was because of where

I

It's hard to explain the situation because

I

I

also worked

And it was a public course, and uh, it was like, you put all

of your time and effort into the place.

And you lived there, too, so

did the best job you did - it wasn't just a job.
the place beautiful.

place and then...

I

And

be there,

I

loved to make

And then it seems like to put so much into

really became attached to it.

I

every hill, every piece of grass on the whole place.
leaving there.

I

a

knew every rock,

And it was sad

feel that definitely some of my spirit is going to

forever.

Also, looking back at it, uh, it's almost like a cycle because
the superintendent of the golf course where

same house that
thing that

I

I

did.

I

was at, who lived in the

did before that, he went through the exact same
It's almost like a cycle.

living there now is doing the same thing

I

am.

And now the person who's

From after talking with

in the same thing.
him, he's working on the course and he's interested
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He's talking about coming up here and applying to the same department.

And it seems to me that it's almost like
cycle going.

pulling, keeping the

But at the same time, leaving someone else there.

terms of what's had an impact on me,

No question.

sion.

a force

I

In

know for sure that's the impres-

From that experience

I

had at the golf course,

and in Attleboro, that's what I'm hoping to make a career out of.

worked on other golf courses since.

When I've worked

-

I

I've

live on the

Cape now, and I've worked at two other golf courses since then, and
it's just not the same.

It's like you go and you do your work.

I

still enjoy it, but it can't be compared at all.

A Visual Media Experience

A memorable movie to me was "The Blue Max," which is an old

movie, and that was with George Peppard and Ursula Andress.
an excellent movie because

something that

I

I

guess my -

want to do is fly.

I

That was

shouldn't say fantasy

That was

a

World War

with the ace pilots back then, and the old two wing jobs.

I

-

setting,

And it

aerial

totally fascinated me, you know, because they showed

a lot of

scenes and just, you know, flying during that time.

It was just

beautiful and

I

And Ursula Andress!
I

Great photography!

loved it.
I

was very young when

I

saw that movie, but

know she was beautiful.
I

guess it was just the adventure of something

like flying.

And something

I

want to do.

I

hadn't done

And it was exciting,

it was
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But

fun.

I

think mostly it was the, the aerial photography
that they

did that made it memorable.
do.

Definitely!

Because that's something that

have an interest in photography.

I

appreciate the work that went into doing that as well.
only gave it two stars, and

I

And

want to

I

I

could

The TV Guide

could never understand that.

They give

the junk five stars, but a great movie like that, with only two.

looked at that and
I

I

could not understand it, at all.

think seeing that movie made me want to fly even more.

you know, what it's like up there.
is

I

different from actually doing it.

I

To see,

guess seeing it on the screen
But it sure made it look interest-

ing enough.
I

I

know another reason that movie stayed in my memory:

remember

wanted Ursula Andress' towel to move, but it never did, you know?

No matter what happened, it never moved.
I

I

Every time something happened,

was looking to see if it moved, but it didn't.

A Verbal Media Experience

That's an easy one
F.

-

John F. Kennedy, doing research for John

Kennedy's assassination.

I'll always remember that.

like that could happen,

I

I

found those extremely interesting and

remember being amazed at how something

in this country.

And even more, how people

that were in charge of the government could even have something to do

with it.

Which, obviously now they've shown that people did know about
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it,

that were in the government - different F.B.I. people, and dif-

ferent people in the White House and everything else.

totally blew my mind, that in

That, that just

country that's supposedly

a

democratic

a

society, how something like that could happen.

But

I

was young,

remember seeing the pictures of, uh, see
I

wasn't old enough that

I

I

wasn't too,

could remember that.

I

Later, doing

research, just realizing that in this country they'd deceive the people
like that.
then,

I

Up to then,

I

always felt pretty secure; and ever since

mean since then, just total dismay at the government.

can't believe anything they say.

present the
in itself,

-

I

don't think you can.

You

You have to

you have to get the facts that are presented to you, which
is in their - could be misconstrued by them.

by the media,

Pick what you believe out of it; that's it, you know.

It's pretty

tough to go by anything they say.
I

was always very,

was the way

I

I

was always very pro...

was brought up -

I

I

don't even think it

just always appreciated the fact that

we lived in a society where everything was, like, we're free.

basically free.

And, as bad as it gets here,

no matter where else you go.

could argue with that fact.

I

don't,

I

We are

it's definitely worse

don't even see how people

And to have been so pro U.S. or America,

system,
whichever way you want to look at it, in our government and

Watergate.
and then to have it all just obliterated - by that and by

Watergate was happening at about the same time that
that research.

It was like, ok!

Who do you believe?

I

was doing

It was about the
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same time period that
of them,

I

guess

I

I

was working on this other thing.

And the two

was naive, and the two of them sort of -

I

thought

about it and the two of them sort of slapped me in the face.
That, with the fact of being up here for the first time, as

opposed to being in your high school.

Up here where you're exposed

to more people's views and you're not sheltered by your particular

community.

viewpoints.

You're living with a variety of people and

It sort of slapped me right in the face, and

that very much.
I

a

variety of
I

remember

I'll never forget it.

think it was sad, to lose a President of the United States who

was obviously a good President.

think things would probably be

I

lot different if he had, hadn't been assassinated.

a

Why knows what

would have happened with View Nam; the economy could be different; you
know,

See, I'm not even one who is that

to say now.

it's tough

And

interested in politics.

I

hope not to be coming off that way.

But I'm talking just from what it meant to me.

Changing my view of

people who supposedly, who we supposedly depend on, for truth and
innocence and the American way.
It was sad.

I

couldn't help feeling sad.

point where you're almost in
like, reading this.

assignment, but

I

Ha!

a

trance.

It was like

I

I

It was totally to the

was, almost in a trance

was getting - here it was, an

had a choice of some things and it interested me.

And then it was like,

I

just had to find out more, taking bits from

here and taking bits from there.

And the more

I

found,

the more

I
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went deeper into this thing of finding out as much as
own and making my own decision on what happened.
result

I

I

could on my

Unfortunately, the

came up with was that we were getting lied to the whole time.

And that was a shocker.

A Personal Experience

This church conference

- we

had the closing service - see, every

summer we spend a week together in the mountains of New Hampshire.

And it's church, but it isn't like, it isn't, uh, what am
say,

it isn't your basic Jesus freak or anything.

I

trying to

It's mostly talking

about caring about yourself and other people, and trying to make

a

difference and just doing your best when you try and stuff like that.
And like, you form a community with these people for
by the end of the week,

a

whole week, and

it's so intense, just the feelings you feel

for everybody.

And we were sitting in this room in our final service, and uh,
we were having communion and there were some candles lit in the middle.

And we were singing, because singing was

was like,

I

a

big part of it, too.

just felt myself fill up with energy.

I

It

could just feel

the energy from all the other people in the room and everything.
it was totally amazing;

I

just couldn't believe it.

But that's about

the most unforgetable experience I've ever had in my whole life.

That's just so fantastic.

The feelings

I

And

had at that moment were
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unbelievable.

I

just felt totally fulfilled as

a

person.

And

I

felt

like every person in the room was connected by an invisible band, or
by an energy.

There was love, and caring.

I

tried to write about this once and

couldn't, because it’s like, it's just a feeling.

I

it was -

I

can't describe it.

it was a mental feeling.

then,

it was like,

That's how good

And it wasn't so much a physical feeling,

It was a mental high,

totally.

And then, and

it went on for half an hour,

it just,

'cause after

that, we formed a chain and we walked up this big hill - it's called

Vesper Hill, and there's grass on the side, and there's

a

path up.

And then when you get to the top there's this birch cross.
can see all the mountains, all around you.

We all had candles in our

hands and we went to the top and we sang some more songs.
just feel the power

-

maybe it's the power

has to do with Jesus Christ and religion.
think that that's wrong.
like,

I

And you

-

I

don't know,

You could
I

think it

People sometimes tend to
You know,

A lot of atheists up here.

think it was that - that's the thing

I

it's

remember most in my

life, ever.

The impact of that?

other people

I

I

like to think that in my dealing with

act Christian, you know.

And that's one of the reasons

that I, uh, that I’m interested in political science.
to think of myself as an idealist without illusions.
I

'Cause

I

like

In other words,

looking at
know that things can be fantastic, but I'm not, I'm not

it blindly or anything.

You know?

I

don't know,

I

think that's just
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about it.
I

I

feel as though if

take the same way

I

take that into politics, maybe

then

I

I

can make

a

thought about the ministry strongly for

still think about it a lot.

treat people, if

I

change.

You know.

a few years,

and

And
I

It would be so much more simple a life

style than a politician or a filmmaker and stuff like that.
It depends on the kind of situation I'm in.

on retreats or

strong

I

I

It's like,

go away

I

run retreats and when I'm there, my feelings are so

lean more towards the ministry.

But when I'm up here

-

this

tends to be a really realistic place, you know, sometimes even pessi-

mistic.

And, and, when you're on a retreat or something you don't have

to think about things like money, or shelter, or anything like that.

You just think about ideas mostly.

And when you're up here, you're

almost taught that you have to chase after the buck.
think about the ministry:

churches right now.

And then you

there's a lot more ministers than there are

Plus, my parents are Catholic.

So they might

not see - we've banged heads on that so many times, really intensely.
I

think that experience mellowed me out a lot more towards my

reactions towards my parents.

Because

word be, rebelistic toward my parents.

I

tended to be, what would the
But after that, it's like

I

settled down, and I'd go to mass with them on Sundays and I'd make them

happy and

I

But

won't talk about it much.

how my ideas were and everything.

I

know inside how

You know, and

I

I

felt and

still felt a little

hypocritical going to church on Sundays and everything but, you know,
just felt, it just mellowed me out.

I

realized,

I

I

just got to take care
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of myself.

I

can't force it onto other people.

Especially when I'm

living under their roof, and they're feeding me and
clothing me, etc.

That's about it.
As for how that memory affects me now, well, for example, the

other day we were in Comm. Stu. and they handed out an extra credit

project for one point and there was only 200 of them.
than 200 kids in there.
I

was one of them and

I

And there's more

So everyone rushed up to get one of them and

rushed up and

everyone out of my way.

And then

I

grabbed one and

I

had to push

turned around, and there's this

I

poor girl sitting in the back of the room in a wheelchair.

just sat there.
to her and
me,

I

sort of.

And no one cared or anything.

just gave it to her and
I

I

left.

So
I

I

And so she

just walked up

think that influenced

always try to be caring for people, and I'd say one

of the things that gives me the most satisfaction is when

I

know I've

helped a person; or when someone asks me for advice, it always makes
me feel really good and

possibly can.
things.

I

try to give them the best advice that

You know, stuff like that, little things.

Just helping other people.

I

And big

And then there's always advantages

to that - you help other people and a lot of the time you know that
if you're in a down situation,

they'll turn around and they'll help

you right back.

A Visual Media Experience

It was re-triggered because

I

just saw it over, but

I

saw a
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movie called "The Point" when

I

was about eight years old.

It's about

this little kid who was born in a land where everyone has
points on

their heads, and he doesn't.
he has a dog named Arrow.

story, but there

s

a lot,

thing in the movie.

All he has, he has

a

round head.

And

And then it's like - it's a children's

there's a lot of significance behind every-

There's

a lot of

symbolism.

He's banished from the land and he has to go out, go on his own.
And he meets people, and he meets a rock named Hudson.
it was a really good show.

It was a very good show.

went to see it about a month ago.

And

I

It just really,

And then,

I

just

just remembered it really

super well.

The show was really significant, and it was good.

You know,

it

talks about being different, but, you know, assimilating with other

people who are the same, but you can still hold onto your, your, uh,
originality.

You don't have to worry about that.

You know.

there was this song in it called "Me and My Arrow."

That's what

that song.

I

I

And

always remember

remember most from the show, I'd have to say.

It just stressed not being ashamed if you're different, you know,

in

any way.
It may have had some kind of unconscious influence on me.

always try

-

I

don't try to act like other people.

I

I

always try just

to be myself, you know, and not try to clone other people or any-

thing.

You know,

I

have a few idols and everything.

always try to keep to my own thoughts and the way

I

But,

I

mean,

I

want to do some—
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thing.

I

don't believe in peer pressure, actually.

at all, stuff like that.

you've got to be,

I

just like to be myself.

I

That's the way

think, with everything.

I

And maybe that show helped me or something.
saw it when

was in Catholic school.

like everybody else.

But

a

I

don't know.

I

It was stressed that you were

You wore a uniform - a blue shirt, a blue tie,

blue pants, dress shoes, short hair above the ears.

when

don't like that

I

You'd all get up

priest would walk in, you'd all sit down, you'd say your prayers,

you'd go to lunch together

with that.

-

you know.

And this show was in conflict

'Cause the school taught regimentation and the movie taught

not anarchy but just being yourself.
an eight-year old,

if

I

I

don't know whether when

really understood that or not.

I

was

Although

usually when you're younger, you can pick up things faster than when
you're older.

But that's about...

remember that show a lot.

I

A Verbal Media Experience

I

read a book called Illusions

,

guy who wrote Jonathan Livingston Seagull

Adventures of a Reluctant Messiah
bi-plane flyer.

.

.

It's called Illusions:

a

field, you know,

And he meets up with this other guy.

And the guy turns out to be a messiah, but he's sick of being
siah.

The

And it's about this guy, he's a

And he flies out into the middle of

he's on his own, sort of learning.

He's the same

by Richard Bach.

a

mes-

So he gives this other guy a book, and it's called Guide to a

Messiah's Life.

And he reads through it, and it's like - it mostly
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stresses that you can do whatever you want to do.
else?

You can do whatever you want to do.

Let's see, what

You have total control

over your life; uh, it mostly just talked about, you know, instead
of sitting down and bitching about your situation, getting up and

changing it.

It's like a motivating book.

really enjoyed it,

I

a

lot, a real lot.

'Cause like,

in the book they,

they have parts from the book

written in different handwriting, really nice.
through the whole book and
the whole book and

I

out and pasted them.
And

I

- see,

I

I'm a printer - so

And

I

a

I

head against a lot of things.

helped a lot.

a

I

cut them

I

really, that

Last September

I

was really get-

And uh,
I

I

I

still

wasn't doing that well

was really banging my

was arguing with my father.

lot more, that kind of stuff, you know?

It stabilized me,

lot of things to me.

I

So

And uh, working in the church,

was doing drugs

went through

was sick of high school and, you know,

had a lot of high school left to go.

on my job.

went

very nice book.

That definitely influenced me.
'Cause

I

made my own little messiah's handbook.

gave it to all my friends last Christmas.

ting down.

I

made plates of the little things, and

really meant a lot, that was

I

And uh, so

to say the least.

You know,

This

It pointed out a

It brought me down to earth, I'd say, you know.

And then from then on — not from then on — but it affected me, definitely.
I

had been -

I

sometimes rationalize.

It's very easy to ratio-
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nalize to yourself that

I

can do this studying later; I'll go smoke

joint now, or something like that.

a

do.

I

do that too much,

I

really

And one of the things the book said was you can't fool yourself.

You know.

Every time

the back of my mind.

I

rationalize something like that,

I

knew in

But it's so much easier to sit down and smoke

joint, listen to some tunes - than go and read a book on the Feder-

a

alist Papers, that are 200 years old and you can't understand or anyBut, you know, that helped me a lot,

thing.

hard courses last year.
to ace all of them.

were going to be.

And

I

I

a lot

harder than

I

isn't bad to you;

was going

thought they

Life really

it's as bad as you want to make it.

to change it, you can change it really easily.

And if you want

'Cause you've got,

think you've got total control over your situation.

you do.

I

I

have over my situa-

Like, you really can't say life is bad to me.

tion.

took some really

ended up pretty well.

So that book brought out the control that

I

I

had myself convinced that

They turned out
But

'cause

Most of the time

Some things you don't, but most of the time you really do.

So that's why it affected me, I'd have to say, so much, you know.

A Personal Experience

Coming to school and meeting people different from
city and I'm used to the same type person.

- I

m from

a

At home, you know, every-

interests - people
one, sort of, does the same things or has the same
I

hung around with at home in Cambridge.

And when

I

came here

I
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guess

met people from other parts of the state, other backgrounds.

I

People had different interests, and people were just different.
I

say,

I

Like

was just used to one type person.

That was

good experience;

a

like that - meeting new people.

I

Because I've never been exposed to people who were different than me.

Most of the people

I

knew were -

But when

I

came up here, now I'm friends with people who

like me.

knew well - were people pretty much

I

aren't like me; and in different ways they're not like me.
guess that's
I

a big

I

down to it, people basically are the same.
know, people are the same underneath,

different places and act

I

could have

a

I

I

guess.

But when it comes
You

can see that, too.

They might be from

little differently; but when you know some-

one, you can understand why they'll do something.
-

I

can see a little better why they do things, and why, why

they react differently in different situations.

person

I

thing.

can probably understand people better now than

before.

And

Like if

I

saw a

might have known a person at home who might be like someone

I'm a friend with up here, and

something, whatever.

I

couldn't understand why they would do

And now that

understand why they did something.

Everyone

I

I

know someone like that,

I

can

It's important.

knew was from the same background, and up here

met people from different backgrounds.

ve

At home I'd see people doing

things and, you know, the decisions they made, and

understand why they did what they did.

I

I

I

really couldn't

just thought it was stupid
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why they acted the way they do.

Like someone might be from

background than me or something.

And then when

people that were from different backgrounds.
or the way they acted,

did it.

a

I

got to know them better than

was living with them and

Like a type person

-

I

came up here,

I

When they made

a

met

I

decision,

little better why they

Why they did things differently than

Just because
I

could understand

I

richer

a

I

I

might have done it.

would have at home because

was forced to know who they were and stuff.

it's not nice to categorize people - but

you'd say, "I'd never do anything like that."

When you see why they

did it or what their reasons were, you know, because of the way they

were brought up or who they hung around with at home and stuff, you
can understand a little better.

And

I

guess that's important to me up

This is just learning about people.

here.

And that's a good thing.

Real important to meet new people who are different than

I

am,

try to

understand them.
The people

I

knew in my neighborhood, the kids

stuff, everyone was from the same type family.

I

grew up with and

Pretty close families,

you know, and people weren't afraid to do what they wanted to do.

Some people would get in trouble, but, you know, someone would be

Family was important, and your friends

there to try to help them out.

were important.
you know.

Like

I

I

And we'd just hang around together, basically happy,

came up here and

I

met people who were really insecure.

never had any friends like that before who were really like,

you know, they're not happy, you know, insecure.

They didn

t

like
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being here or they didn't like the way they were or they worried all
the time about what people thought about them.

that problem;
know,

if

I

I

never,

I

don't care what people think about me.

care about the person,

I

care what they think of me.

people up here I've met, they worry too much.
one like that.

never really had

I

And

I

You
But

never knew any-

Because of the way they grew up, their families and

such.

A Visual Media Experience

The best film
I

I

ever saw, that

I

liked the most, was "The Sting."
The characters in that

saw that a long time ago, five years maybe.

were good, the way they, they knew what was going on all the time,
and the way they were able to fool everyone.

I

liked that.

Robert

Redford and Paul Newman were confidence men, and they stung a real
great underworld guy.

And so it was, you know, they had a race track

scam on, and they stung this guy for $100,000 or something.

And they

did it for the enjoyment of just getting this guy - not for the money,

because it cost so much money to do it to him.

venture that they liked in it.

You know,

But it was the ad-

it was just being able to

get somebody who was really hard to get, and that was good.

Not

because it was lucrative, they spent so much money doing it, but it
was so much fun, so much of a challenge, such a big chance.

That

s

why it was good, for them.

That's why it was good for me, too, probably.

It's like, they
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did it because they uh,
to do.

it was a challenge,

It wasn't day-to-day;

it just for the money.

Because he,

I

it was something exciting

it wasn't boring;

and they weren't in

They were in it, sort of, to get this guy.

don't know, he used people like them; he hurt people,

and they were getting back at him.

And their way of life -

didn't worry about anything.

I

liked that they were care free

-

they

And they did things because they wanted

to do them, not because they had to do them.

And uh, they had confidence in each other,

Like getting this guy.

a lot of

confidence; you

know, you do something and if one guy makes one mistake, you get in

trouble, the whole thing's all messed up so.

Being able to rely on

someone else and knowing that someone else relies on you to the

extent that, they're risking everything on what they do.
that in the movie,

When
doing.

I

I

I

liked

think.

eventually get a job,

don't want to have

money, you know, that

I

I

I

want to have

a job that

have to do.

I

a job that I

like

I'm just doing it for the

would like to have been able

to do what those guys did.

And the way it was filmed - it was done really well.

It was done really well.

the music was all edited and put together.

And the actors are good actors.
on me, but just that, you know,

different ways.

I

couldn't say it had

it was something that

It was entertaining, plus

The way

I

a

I

major impact
liked, a few

admired the people in it.
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A Verbal Media Experience

A memorable book
that;

I

read was Mice and Men

I

,

by Steinbeck.

I

liked

really liked the way that, the way the, he made you feel for

the characters.

It's a story about these two guys; one's a really big,

big guy who could do the work of six men in the fields.

out in California.

They were migrant workers.

They lived

They picked, they went

around to different jobs, they worked on ranches, whatever they could
get.

One guy was big - a big, big guy who could do a lot or work,

and he was slow upstairs.

And the other guy was, uh, he was a manipu-

lator of people but he was, you know, he didn't hurt people by it.

And he really felt for this guy
care of him.

- he

loved this guy a lot.

And he took

He didn't let this guy hurt anybody, because the guy

could hurt people because he was so big and he couldn't control himself.
He didn't let, he could easily be taken advantage of by other people,

and he didn't let other people.

nice to him.

And yet he had his own weaknesses at the same time.

he drank a lot,

But,

And he'd try to protect this guy, be

I

think.

I

read it a long time ago.

they go to a ranch, and they get a job on

Lenny - that's the big, big guy

girl has tried to seduce him.
know what he's doing.

Like

- he

a

ranch, and uh,

eventually, he kills a girl.

Then he kills her,

The

'cause he doesn't

And so this guy, this other guy -

I

think his

name is George - he feels really, he covers it up for him and, you
know, his life gets screwed up too because now he becomes a fugitive.
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But you really feel for this guy Lenny because he was used by people.

Just the way it was written made it, you know, you try to
associate, it made you feel for the guy because of the way it was
written.

That was

me think,

I

a

good story, it was

a real

good story.

It made

never should try to use or take advantage of a dumb

person, or a handicapped person.

It made me feel a little - more try

to understand a handicapped person.

use other people.

And how some people can try to

You know, look out for it and make sure people

don't try to use me.

That's probably from that book.

In that book,

you could see how they feel, or why people would use them somewhat,

just so they could better themselves.

And sometimes,

I

try to under-

stand that, when I'm associated with somebody that's handicapped, or

somebody who's taking advantage of somebody else because they want
something

A Personal Experience

What happened to me at the beginning of the semester.
this summer
friend.

I

was with a friend of mine, all summer.

She was my best

And

And we spent the summer together on Nantucket.

having a pretty unhappy time there because

I

And it just wasn't good.

and came back here, and worked in the area.
all gung ho because

I

I

was

was rooming with her

mother and working for her mother, and it just got
really demanding person.

Because

And

I

- her

So

I

mother's

a

left early

moved into school

was on academic probation anyway.

And

I

was
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all set to just, you know, do great.

'Cause

was psyched to really

I

try.

And the day after

been killed in
me,

a car

for the month.

I

moved in, her sister called me, and she had

accident, that night.
And,

And it just, just totaled

it was the type of thing where

if

I

should go to the funeral or not.

so

I

flew over, and sent flowers and stuff.

flowers anywhere when

I

And then

went to the funeral.

was wondering

just decided to go,

I

But

I

I

didn't see the

And her mother had told

me that, you know, she had put the flowers inside the casket.

Be-

cause she put some things from everyone that was important to her.
And it just really made me think, you know, after she died, be-

cause she was just

- she

came here to U. Mass, and, you know, we were

just together for the past year, but we had known each other for nine

And it just made me think how short life is and that's really

years.

what turned me off to school, because

need, you know,

I

something that will make me happy right now,
'cause

I

think.

I

need to do

want to -

just haven't had anything really worthwhile in my life for

the past, oh god, long time.

just hasn't been great.
to go.

I

I

Ever since the beginning of the summer

And you just don't know when it's your time

Because she was 19, and it was

It was a car accident but it was,

the car flipped.

a

freak accident, you know.

she hit a patch of wet grass and

And she was the only one killed; and there were

two other people in the car, who got up and walked away.

Still, you know, there's that part of me that wants to do some-
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thing, and a lot of it's for her, because she was really unhappy.

both, we were both here last semester.
also.

I

said, "I'm in the same boat.

We

She was on academic probation

We'll go back and fight it

together."

But she decided to take the semester off, so she was in

Nantucket.

You know, you can't get into a really bad car accident

there because there's no highways.

It was just one of those things.

It's hard for people to even be around me because

totally withdrawn from everything.

I

was just

And my mother goes, "You just have

to pull yourself together and go back to school, and do well," and

all this.
I

And it's fine to say, and say, "Yeah, I'm going to."

finally opened a book, it hit me

should withdraw.

She said, "No,

But

I

I

was so far behind;

I

decided

I

think you should try and stick it

"Finish off this year, your sophomore year, then take

out," you know.
time off."

I

I

When

I

don't know,

don't understand why

I

I

think I'm going to take off now

still feel really sad about it.

.

And

just, you know, go on a day-to-day basis of not really thinking

But overall, it's just, just really overwhelming, to me,

about it.
right now.

I

guess it's because we were really, you know, close.

had a very different relationship, as friends go.

away to Florida, and
And then,

I

I

didn't see her for like

a

We

Because she moved
year and a half.

just saw her again, like two years ago on Nantucket.

I

always go to Nantucket to visit her, regardless, because she would
always be there.

So

I

went there, to see her

talking again and got back.

And then

I

,

and we just started

found out she was coming here
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And we spent a lot of time together.

every minute with each other.

We didn't spend a lot, like

But we did at least talk to each other

every day, and went out sometimes, and met for lunch and things.
She's just

a

really special person, someone who taught me

about life and stuff, just a lot of things.

admired her an awful lot, and never,
anymore is something that,
I

I

I

I

don't know,

a big

react to things if

I

But

I

do,

can't,

I

test a lot of

just to see how they'd

And it's like when

told them.

I

emptiness inside me right now,

can't show, with any, you know, it's just like

my friends, which is really dumb.

I

told them about

And

withdrawing, they were just, "Well, you should at least try."

didn't really see that

I

I

just - for her not to be here

don't know, it's just really,

can't even explain, it's just

that

I

And,

lot

a

really need to go away for

a while,

I

think.

One person does understand, because he's still grieving his
And he said to this friend

father, and his father died six years ago.
of mine - she said,

Kathy died, and everything."
months ago.

He said, "You know, because

"Why is she so upset?"

And my friend said, "But that was three

She should be over it by now."

made me think:

people,

I

And that just, you know,

guess they just didn't understand the type

of relationship that Kathy and

I

had.

Because we didn't seem like

we were best friends, but we could talk about anything.

And we

we
couldn't see each other for years and then it would be just like

never left each other.
It's that school isn't for everyone,

I

don't think.

I

don't think
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it's for me, right now.

And uh,

it wasn't for Kathy.

But, you know,

she was going to go to Boston and work, for the semester, and just

do something that she really wanted to do.

She wanted to go into

modeling and, you know, some people say, "Modeling?
know, she really wanted to try.

I

Oh god!"

You

just said to my parents, "I might

take time off and go, like to Florida or Colorado."

And they said,

"Well, you really should finish school first, get it out of the way."
I

can't see that line of thinking if

I

don't know what

I

want to study.

That's a really dumb way to think.
I'm trying now to really say to myself, "She is gone."

me just to do what she did.

She always lived the way she wanted, and

she did what she wanted to do when she wanted

that a lot.

Something

I

to do it.

Florida during intersession with her.

But

I

Amherst, she goes, "Oh great, we don't ever
And she didn't.

I

admired

I

did, like, go to

just said, "I'm going," and
As we were leaving

And things like, we went to Nantucket.

again!"

And

always wanted to do but never would, because

my parents would say, "Well, don't do this."

left.

And for

have to come back here

My overall outlook on things,

I

guess,

not to waste your time doing something you don't want to do.

is

It's

pretty hard to tell your parents something like that.

A Visual Media Experience

"Oliver."

The movie was, like, spectacular.

young, and it was overwhelming;

it was great.

I

was pretty

It was millions of
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people, hundreds of, you know, actors and actresses singing
and

dancing and, it had

little bit of everything.

a

It had comedy, drama;

musicals usually do.
I

remember the movie - songs from it and things.

was a little boy that,
a lot of

I

And the actor

thought he couldn't sing, bad actor.

Just

other characters in the movie, the caricature characters,

the little urchins of the street, and their so-called leader, the

person who looks after them.

And then the crime in the streets also,

they were a big part of it.
that sort of life.

And the life of people that, you know, live

It was interesting

'cause,

thought about that kind of life, ever.

I

had never, you know,

But, you know,

there is that

kind of life, for sure.
I

remember the big extravaganza of it all, because

musicals and music.

And this was just

-

I

always liked

it would go from two people

singing to everyone in the street starting in, you know, singing away.

Where else but in the movies.

When

I

go to see a movie

I

like to see

something that's entertaining and isn't something that you'd see
every day.

I

don't know,

things like that.

But

I

I

don't like going to see like horror movies,

do like to see musicals, happy, gay, you know,

singing ....
Like soap operas, you know, why watch them?

problems of my own.

I

have enough

You sit there and you watch people that, you

know, are divorced, married, and everything.

In a musical it just

seems everyone's happy and singing and gay and everything.

I

don

t
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know,

it's my outlook,

escape.

I

guess when

I

go to movies, it's like an

And I'd rather escape with something happy than something

sad, or scary.

There's enough truth for the moment hitting me in the

face.
I

always wished

could be, like,

I

"Oliver," just a singing world.

I

I

don't know, in

a

like to sing and stuff, generally

skip up and down, and generally be a happy type person.

dumb things like sing in the streets.
anywhere.

world like

I

like to do

And you don't see that, you know,

That movie pictured the happy side and the tragic side of

street life.

You saw both.

And the ending came out, you know, pretty

much happy.
Even though
I

I

don't see people singing in the streets and things,

just do it sometimes;

it makes people stop and stare.

this place is so dreary a lot of times.

and

you know, not everyone.

I

don't know,

People don't want to do things

But a large part of it, everyone's so

worried about what other people will think that no one will do everything, you know.

I

came home from classes one day clicking my heels,

They were just like, "What?

jumping up in the air.

movies people could just do what they feel like doing.
to do a hand spring in the street, do it.

Don't, you know, I,

I

,

wish li<e in
If you want

If you want to sing, do it.

there are so many inhibitions people have,

especially in my family.
sing.

I

Oh my, god forbid!

Like my brothers and sisters would never just

God forbid they ever sing!

That's just the

and stuff.
way they've always been, all through childhood

Whereas like
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you know, going on family trips, there's me
singing to the radio, and

there's the others like - my dad sings, too;
like, we would sing.

A Verbal Media Experience

A newspaper story that really upset me when

was one about pollution.

I

was in grade school

Remember when it was so big?

one saying that we're all going to die in five years.
You know?

It must have been seventh grade;

would have been dead.

I

just remember

Five years!

if it had been so,

I

And that everyone was going to die, and pollution

was going to get so bad we wouldn't have any water to drink.

started

I

saving water in jugs and, it scared the living, the living daylights
out of me.

I

don't even know, you know,

singing songs about it
this and that.

when

I

-

just, and then they were

I

how, you know, pollution fills the air, and

And it really got me into a cold sweat, back, you know,

first heard about it.

When it did, I'd listen to TV and see

what they had to say about it.
Then

I

was an avid nonpollution person, and never throwing things

on the ground, you know,

"Don't drive cars - walk!"

But that really affected me at the time.

was shaking when

I

I

mean,

I

And all this stuff.

was so scared

came home from school one day, just 'cause

I

I

was

so scared.

All

I

remember is just feeling

couldn't imagine it.

a

fear of not being here, and

It was beyond my power of thinking.

was like, "Don't do this and don't do that."

I

The article

And I, myself, hadn't
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been doing it.

So it was like, who's doing this?

And why are they

doing it if it's going to destroy the earth and ruin everything?

pretty weird.

It really affected me and

I

It's

don't know why.

It has made me more conscious of just throwing things out, and

driving, and things like that, and water pollution, and different

things people would do.
worst.

I

hate motor boats;

I

think they're the

When you see the amount of pollution they give off in the water,

it's disgusting!
a result,

I

You know, sailboats are much more practical.

guess it was

a result,

So as

some things I'm really turned off

You know, cars that give off really bad exhaust, or even big cars -

to.

don't like big cars.

I

Like,

Burning leaves

would never do.

I

Things like

that, certain things.
It made me think about what I'd do if,

as the last person on earth,

sole survivor.

"Everyone is going to die."

I

"Oh,

shut up!"

a

I'd say, "We are, too!

you know, my family

And then, I'd picture me

was all of a sudden, everyone was dying.

was on

if,

It scared me,

kick for a while.
It said so!"

it was like:

And then,

It's funny, when

you think about your family and stuff, you appreciate them more.

A Personal Experience

or May,
The most important thing would be back last, last April
I

believe it was the latter part of April.

around and watching "Blue Collar" on TV.
about college; he was already out here.

Me and a friend were sitting

And uh, we got to talking
And

I

started playing the old
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"yes, but" game of,

"Yeah, you know, college sounds nice, but,

afford it, and I'm not smart enough," or whatever.
game that I'm very good at.

can't

I

He beat me at a

And so that night

I

decided

It's one of the few times in my life when

I

just said, "That's

I

might as

well give school a shot.

it."

I

resolved myself to make that decision.

watching "Blue Collar" on TV
that

-

Like

finally going somewhere, and

I

I

remember

Feeling

was

I

had some kind of direction instead of
So I'm here right now.

wasting my life away in a factory.
hadn't been for that night, if

said,

And uh, just the feeling

the movie.

had made a decision and feeling good about it.

I

I

If it

hadn't made that decision, I'd still

I

be wallowing away in a factory somewhere.

Now I’m

a

much happier person.

And uh,

person.

Before

was a very depressed

I

it's given me a lot of self confidence.

just changed my whole outlook on life.

I

And uh, it's

feel as if I'm, you know,

I'm trying to fulfill the capabilities which

I

have.

And also, if

I

flunk out, then I'll just go back to the factory and accept it, in-

stead of saying, "I could have and didn't."

So it's just been a

panacea.
I

was ripe for a change.

get out of that city.
my vested rights so
And also

I

I

And uh,

I

had gotten a divorce, and

I

had my 10 years into GE, so

I

had to
I

had

can go back there and I'll have my 10 years in.

had three years left on my VA bennies at the time.

school.
one year's worth of college in, from night

I

So everything

had
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seemed to fall into place in that respect.

That's a pretty big

impact.

A Visual Media Experience

"Midnight Cowboy."

I

must have seen it about five times.

I

think it was about the first sexually explicit movie I've ever seen,
and also the first movie which didn't have a happy ending to it.

The

first movie which described the lowly type of life that city dwellers,
you know, the people on the fringes live.

It had a big impact on me.

It brought to mind that there's something wrong with society, too,
if people are going to have to live that way.

wrong!

That was actually the first movie that made me question, or

even realize
I

You know, something's

-

take a look at this.

remember that sequence where Joe Buck got messed up on pot

for the first time,

and that heightened my curiosity.

had something to do with me starting to smoke pot.

I

That may have

probably would

have gotten into it eventually anyhow.

And just the close friendship that Joe Buck and Ratso Rizzo had.
I'm trying to think back to the first time

quent times.

And that was back in '69.

that, at the age of 18,

I

I

I

saw it and not subse-

think it was more or less

hadn't experienced any really, really

tight relationships with male friends, where you care about one

another, you know, and things like that.
It's influenced the type of movies

I

like to see,

I

guess.

I
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think it gave me a better understanding as to what major cities are
like, also.

The type of people which you're dealing with, like the

42nd Street crowd, something like that.
and Joe Buck for the spot they were in;

I

I

didn't blame Ratso Rizzo
blamed the society that

put them there.

And also,

could mention too, it gave me

I

very ambivalent about, about religion.

heightened my ambivalence.

a - I've

always been

And that movie there just

Like the scene with the bald guy there.

Joe Buck and he went into this big thing about, "You're lonesome, da
da, da da," and then he pulls open the bathroom door, and there's this

big lit up thing of Christ on the cross.

And also the part where,

where he got, he shoved the phone down the guy's throat in that hotel
That old guy gave him the, the sign of, the medallion

room there.
there?

And also the part where he was being baptized, as

kid, when they had the flash backs.
in there,

There was

a few

a

little

religious things

how some people can be religious and actually go against it,

and not practice what they preach.

A Verbal Media Experience

Shogan

.

The whole book was about 15th century Japan, 16th
It dealt with the way Japanese people thought, and

century Japan.

to today's
some of the things they thought - that could be applied

better society for
society, American society, and we'd probably we a
it.

There was

a

great emphasis on honor and pride and manners,
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things like that.
The big part was the manners involved; I've always been

a big

believer, if you're going to argue, discuss and things like that,
not just scream at one another.

Which is what they did, till even-

tually someone would pull out his sword and slice somebody's head off.
It was just an excellent book, and it's hard to define because the

whole book had

a

big impact on me.

It showed up how impersonal and

messed up we are in today's society.

And how hampered they were,

guess, in that they had to, by having so many manners involved

very hard to explain.

I

I

-

it's

know I'm not doing a very good job of it.

It brought out differences - differences in thoughts, differences
in beliefs.

Their manners hampered them in that they had to use

three times as many, as much time and as many words to, to say something.

Everybody was

a

Differences in pride,

diplomat.

I

The way you're supposed to treat your fellow human being -

guess.
I

think

it's a lot more impersonal today than it was back then.

One idea in the book was very applicable to, in, in my living
Like

situation now.

I

lived alone for a couple of years before

moved into this communal situation which I'm in now

- the

ability to

coexist without infringing on the people you're living with.
stressed that
living now.

a

lot in that book.

In that, you know,

And

I

I

They

like to apply it where I'm

it's alright to do my thing as long

as it doesn't hamper someone else.
on
You know, sometimes I'll feel - someone turns the stereo

loud - that they've kind of infringed on me.

mind in numerous situations

I

come across,

That book comes to
it's tough to think of

them off hand, because the situation has to occur, and something
I'll think of will pop up, you know, just for

a

second.

APPENDIX C:

Emotional

DEFINITIONS USED BY JUDGES FOR RATING MODE OF RESPONSE

emphasizes the person's feelings, expressing how she/he

:

feels or felt; an affective response.

Rational

emphasizes the persons thoughts, what the person thinks or

:

thought, his/her cognitive process; an intellectual response.

Verbal:

strictly verbal response; no visual description; no at-

a

tempt to describe how things look.

Visual:

describes how things look; reference to colors, shapes,

appearances, scenes; use of images.

Intuitive

responds instinctively, spontaneously; "knowing" without

:

figuring out or reasoning to
on intangeables

Analytic

comes to

:

a response

,

a

conclusion; a gut response, based

which "comes to"

a person.

conclusion on the basis of an analysis of

available information;
a

a

a

logical thought progression; reasons to

conclusion; emphasizes cause-effect relationships, deduction.

Receptive

:

takes things in; reflects openness to experience; empha-

sizes perceptual processes.

Directive

:

takes action; makes choices, decisions; forms opinions,

conclusions; emphasizes responding, acting.

Objective

:

a removed stance;

impersonal description of how things

are or were; emphasizes the facts, the impersonal data.

Subjective:

describes in terms of effects upon the person him/herself;

not an attempt to respond impartially to events.
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